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ABSTRACT
This thesis presents a set of techniques for non-intrusive sensing and fault detection in
reciprocating compressors driven by induction motors. The procedures developed here are "non-
intrusive" because they rely only on electrical measurements to reconstruct the mechanical
signals internal to the compressor. This allows for easy and non-intrusive determination of many
fault sensitive signals that usually require complicated, expensive, and time consuming
operations to measure. A sample of the signals produced by the procedures of this thesis are
estimates of the cylinder suction and discharge pressures and a composite torque signal
containing the effects of the mechanical loads within the compressor. This load torque signal is
especially sensitive to faults, and a demonstration of the effect on and detection of compressor
valve faults from the load torque signal is given. One of the key steps in the algorithm presented
here is a procedure to "invert" the induction motor dynamic model equations to allow direct
calculation of motor shaft speed and torque from stator current and voltage measurements. For
this procedure a non-intrusive method to estimate motor model parameters from an in-situ
induction motor driving a periodic load was developed.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Early and economical fault detection in air conditioners and other vapor compression
systems, of which reciprocating compressors are a major component, is a pressing need for
energy conservation and sustainability. The vast majority of these systems are operated under
closed loop control. A thermostat or other regulator cycles the system on and off to maintain a
given set-point supplied by the user. As long as the air conditioning system's equipment is able
to perform this task, the average user is satisfied regardless of the control history that may mask
a fault. In the event of any fault or combination of faults that degrade the system's efficiency,
the closed loop control will respond by increasing the system's duty cycle and energy
consumption to maintain the desired set-point. The user is often unaware of any issues, so long
as the delivered temperature range does not deviate from expectations. Only after the fault
condition has evolved to induce extreme energy consumption changes or failure to regulate to a
temperature set-point will most users notice that a problem exists. Until this point, much energy
will be wasted unnecessarily in comparison to a healthy system, and the overall system life time
may be reduced due to the increased run time. The above pattern of behavior is well supported
by surveys of air conditioner system owners and operators and it clearly shows the value of
developing fault detection tools that are capable, easy to use, and inexpensive.
1.1 Thesis Outline
This chapter is an introduction to the system and a survey of the motivation for this work.
The joint electrical and mechanical model of the reciprocating compressor system is introduced
and an outline of the non-intrusive fault detection approach is given. A review of other fault
detection methods applied to reciprocating machinery is also provided to give the reader a
context for the methods presented in this thesis.
Chapter 2 covers foundational mathematical techniques and concepts that form the basis
of the research. These tools are used in many places in the later development, but are not
specific to either the electrical or mechanical domains of the reciprocating compressor system.
Key analytical tools include linear and nonlinear fitting procedures; synchronous time-domain
averaging, contraction analysis, and the Fourier transform implementation of numerical
derivatives.
Chapter 3 reviews the induction motor and its model, as well as the rotating coordinate
transformation commonly used to model the machine and its implementation to account for
drifting utility frequency. A demonstration of the contracting nature of the induction motor is
also given; this is shown to justify the synchronous time-domain averaging of the induction
motor's electrical signals. A phase synchronous averaging method for processing the measured
electrical data is also presented covered. Chapter 3 also develops an "inversion" of the induction
motor model. This model inversion allows the calculation of motor speed and torque from stator
voltage and current. Two additional aspects of the model inversion are also presented in this
chapter. The first aspect of the model inversion is an algorithm to estimate motor model
parameters from electrical measurements of an in-place induction motor driving a periodic load.
The second aspect is the derivation of a data projection technique to reduce noise in the data.
Chapter 4 develops a kinematic and dynamic model of the reciprocating compression
mechanism, and covers the thermodynamics of the compression process. The remainder of the
chapter reveals how to generate diagnostically useful torque signals from the results of the motor
model inversion, as well as estimate compressor operating pressures from these signals.
Chapter 5 describes the experimental setup and data collection procedures and shows the
sensitivity of the method in detecting a range of operating pressures and other intentionally
induced faults in a laboratory instrumented refrigeration compressor. Some observations for
practical implementation and future work are then given, followed by a conclusion.
The appendices hold the Matlab code that contains an implementation of the analytical
tools developed in this thesis.
1.2 Motivation for Non-Intrusive Fault Detection
The motivation for fault detection methods in reciprocating compressors is covered
extensively in fault surveys and other literature. Reciprocating compressors are a common
compressor technology for vapor compression refrigeration systems. Surveys of fault statistics
in air conditioner systems represent a good source of motivation for this research.
Reference [1] reports an analysis of 15,716 insurance claims arising from failures in
heating, ventilation, air conditioning and refrigeration (HVAC&R) equipment. Of the failures in
hermetic air conditioning units, 76% of failures occurred in electrical components, and 19%
occurred in mechanical components. Among electrical components, 87% of electrical failures
were of the driving motor windings. Some of the causes cited for the motor winding failures
were failure of motor winding insulation, problems with supply voltages including unbalanced
phases or loss of phase, and rapid duty cycle or short cycling. Because of the reliance of full
voltage and current measurements on the compressor power cable for fault detection in this
thesis, the detection and ability to provide early warning of many of these issues before major
damage occurs is a straightforward "bonus" inherent in the non-intrusive fault detection method.
Of the mechanical component failures, the majority occurred in the compressor rods,
bearings, or valves. The causes were cited as general material fatigue in the components, liquid
slugging, or loss of lubricant. A fault detection method that is sensitive to these kinds of
mechanical faults is desirable. The work of [2] supports this assertion. In [2] the investigators
examined a statistically representative subsample of a fault incidence report database containing
6000 records from 1989 to 1995. The database contains the fault diagnosis and service records
of a rooftop air conditioner service company. The faults were ordered according to total cost and
compressor related faults were found to represent the most costly failure for the air conditioners
examined. Like [1], [2] revealed that compressor related faults included problems with
compressor's moving components, valves, and the driving motor.
Reference [2] classifies faults in air conditioners into two categories: hard faults and soft
faults. Hard faults occur abruptly and cause the air conditioner to stop functioning or satisfy
comfort requirements, and soft faults cause a reduction in system performance but allow
continued operation of the system. Of compressor related faults, 69% of faults were associated
with the motor, and the majority of these faults are hard faults, such as shorts to ground, open
windings, and locked rotors. The remaining compressor faults include internal bypass/
inefficient faults, which include valve faults and other leakage faults that result in loss of
compressor capacity. These faults are considered soft faults and are not usually detected until
the system fails to maintain comfort.
A common design choice in air conditioning and refrigeration applications is to seal the
driving motor into the refrigerant volume to avoid the complication and expense of a rotating
shaft pass-through from the outside into the pressurized refrigerant volume. This very same
complication is also what makes non-intrusive fault detection methods preferable. Because of
the attraction of fault detection methods that do not require the breach of the pressurized
refrigerant volume for installation of pressure sensors, for example, multiple sources claim non-
intrusive fault detection techniques. The term non-intrusive or non-invasive has been used to
describe techniques that require installation of multiple temperature sensors on the surfaces of air
conditioning components [3], or techniques that consider the installation of a shaft encoder on
the external prime mover powering the compressor [4].
A fault detection system that can warn of electrical supply conditions likely to lead to
hard electrical faults so that preventative action can be taken is valuable. A fault detection
system that can detect soft faults rapidly before comfort conditions are compromised, large
amounts of energy are wasted unnecessarily, and further damage occurs is also desirable. The
non-intrusive fault detection method described in this thesis has all of these qualities and is
powerful, inexpensive, and easy to install. This contrasts with typical fault detection systems as
outlined in [3] that require the careful installation of numerous temperature sensors at specific
locations throughout the air conditioner or the approach of [5] that require installation of a shaft
encoder and dynamic pressure sensors within the compressor.
1.3 Related Work
The problem of non-intrusive fault detection addressed in this thesis is interdisciplinary,
starting in the electrical domain with induction motor dynamics and ending in the mechanical
domain of compression of refrigerant gas and kinematics of the reciprocating compressor
mechanism. Relevant prior work came from previous studies that examined the utility of a
quantity dubbed Instantaneous Angular Speed (IAS) in the condition monitoring of air
compressors [6, 4]. The IAS can be thought of as the AC-coupled rotational speed waveform of
a rotating component, in this case the crankshaft of the compressor. These studies simulate
reciprocating compressors driven by a simplified motor model described by a steady state-torque
speed curve, and showed that the IAS signal was sensitive to various leakage faults induced in
the simulation.
In the experimental validation of [6, 4] the IAS was measured with a high-fidelity shaft
encoder. The usefulness of their results is limited by the practical difficulties of installing a shaft
encoder, due to the high speeds and tight tolerances involved, especially in sealed compressor
designs where no external access to the shaft is present. In addition, the choice of using a steady-
state approximation of the driving motor dynamics is questionable in a study that relies on the
non steady-state nature of the shaft speed to sense the condition of the compressor.
A large body of work examines "sensorless" speed and torque estimation of induction
motors of which [7, 8, 9] are examples. The phrase "sensorless" implies that only electrical
sensors are used to determine the speed and torque quantities. The methods vary, but the use of
some kind of observer or extended Kalman filter is a popular choice in these works. Invariably
these works approach the estimation of steady-state speed, and the idea that the shaft speed can
vary periodically over the course of a single rotation is largely absent. The speed sensing
bandwidth of these methods is usually at least an order of magnitude too slow to allow
"sensorless" IAS measurements.
Some work was found that explores the dynamics of induction motors when driving
periodic loads. The generalized averaging method, introduced in [10] employs the idea of
replacing the states of a dynamic model with a truncated series of time-varying short time
Fourier coefficients, and shows good agreement with simulations in power conversion circuits.
The generalized averaging method was applied to the induction motor in [11], and their work
focuses on the analytical reformulation of the induction motor model differential equations into a
system of algebraic equations involving the short time Fourier coefficients. The idea of
replacing the states of the motor model with short time Fourier coefficients is somewhat related,
in a philosophical sense, to the "spectral-like" solution procedure used in the motor model
inversion developed for this research.
On the more mechanical side there exists a body of work focusing on cylinder pressure
estimation in internal combustion engines from high-fidelity shaft speed measurements. The
internal combustion engine employs a reciprocating mechanism very similar to that of
reciprocating compressors. Some references are [12, 13, 14]. Most of these procedures measure
speed with an inductive proximity pickup sensor positioned near the gear teeth of the engine
flywheel. The studies focus on cylinder pressure during the part of the engine stroke in which
combustion occurs. The cylinder pressure during this part of the machine cycle is not affected
by mass flow through valves, and hence follows different rules than compressor cylinder
pressure. In addition, knowledge of crank angle is easily attainable and assumed known in these
works, in contrast to the present research where crank angle is not easily obtained.
Previous research has been conducted on using electrical measurements to detect and
diagnose faults in air conditioners and reciprocating compressors. The work of [15, 16, 17, 18]
has focused on a variety of electrically derived fault detection metrics. [15, 16] investigated
compressor startup transient power signatures and identified changes resulting from simulated
compressor valve leaks, among other faults. The method presented, however, lacked the ability
to normalize power measurements to a range of system operating conditions, and thus its use was
limited without additional information. [18, 17] investigated compressor power signatures
during liquid slugging events and found a high detectability for steady-state liquid slugging. The
fault detection method described in this thesis requires measurement of the same compressor
power information utilized in [18, 17], so it will be straightforward to apply the fault detection
techniques developed by these previous authors. The methods described in this thesis also
provide additional information that could serve the valuable role of normalizing compressor
power based measurements for improved application of the previous fault detection research.
An early version of a portion of the research described in this thesis was presented in
[19]. This work described the induction motor inversion material found in Chapter 3 of this
thesis. Improvements in the method have occurred in the intervening time and are incorporated
in this thesis. The instrumentation and paradigm of non-intrusive fault detection adopted by this
thesis is a growth of the non-intrusive load monitoring concept. A recent reference on the idea of
non-intrusive load monitoring is [20].
1.4 Non-Intrusive Fault Detection in Reciprocating Compressors
The standard reciprocating compressor is a complicated machine that relies on three
primary physical domains in its operation; the electromagnetic domain of the induction motor,
the mechanical motion of the crankshaft and reciprocating pistons, and the fluid flow regime of
the gas dynamics governed by the compressor's valves. It is a time variant nonlinear switched
system with multiple inputs and outputs and a plethora of states. A system schematic of a
reciprocating compressor is shown in Figure 1.1. The three-phase induction motor drives the
crank shaft of the reciprocating compressor, which causes motion of the pistons. The pistons act
to compress gas by positive displacement, while the valves permit gas flow into and out of the
cylinders based on their own nonlinear dynamical behavior. The goal of the non-intrusive fault
detection algorithm is straightforward: to provide a signal of exceptional sensitivity to
mechanical faults within the compressor from non-intrusive electrical measurements. A notable
side effect of the main objective is that an estimate of the compressor suction and discharge
pressures can be generated from this signal.
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Figure 1.1: Functional components of a reciprocating compressor. Pressures of various volumes
are denoted with subscripts s for suction, d for discharge, and cyl for cylinder. Electrical power
provided by the utility is converted to mechanical power by the induction motor and then
converted into an enthalpy increase in the refrigerant gas via positive displacement
compression.
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Figure 1.2: The high level block diagram of the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm. It
shows the major information flows between the different parts of the algorithm.
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The fault detection algorithm presented handles the complexity of the reciprocating
compressor by making a division of the system into two subsystems at the motor shaft. The
electrical subsystem consists of the three-phase induction motor. The mechanical subsystem
consists of the crank shaft and reciprocating components that compress the gases. The third
major domain of the compressor, consisting of the gas flow phenomena and valves, is assumed
to follow idealized healthy behavior. The fault detection algorithm allows for easy verification
of this assumption. The overall block diagram of the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm is
given in Figure 1.2 and consists of the following steps:
1. Compressor voltage and current signals are recorded and processed offline. They
are first transformed to a suitable reference frame, and then synchronously
averaged to reduce noise. The preprocessing procedures are described in detail in
Chapter 3.
2. The induction motor model equations are "inverted" and the processed electric
signals from Step 1 serve as inputs to the equations to calculate the torque and
speed of the motor. Accurate motor model parameters are necessary for this step,
and they are generated with a parameter estimation procedure prior to the
"inversion" calculations. The detailed description of this step and the method to
estimate motor model parameters is contained in Chapter 3 as well.
3. The motor shaft speed and driving torque from Step 2 are used in the
reciprocating mechanism equation of motion to calculate the load torque on the
crankshaft. Accurate dimensions and mass parameters of the mechanical
components are required for this step. The crankshaft load torque signal is
sensitive to valve and other mechanical faults in the compressor. Chapter 4
describes the details of this step.
4. Assuming valve faults are not indicated by the load torque signal of Step 3, an
idealized cylinder pressure model is fit to the load torque signal to determine the
cylinder suction and discharge pressures. This step requires accurate knowledge
of cylinder size and gas compression behavior. The algorithm to do this and an
explanation of its function is contained in Chapter 4.
Matlab code provided in the appendix implements all the steps of the non-intrusive fault
detection algorithm. The usefulness of an easy to install, inexpensive, and powerful fault
detection algorithm is clearly demonstrated in the literature and surveys of faults in reciprocating
compressors and air conditioners. The fault detection procedure described in this thesis relies
only on electrical measurements and some limited a priori parametric knowledge of the
reciprocating compressor under observation.
Due to the non-intrusive nature of the method and the "informational distance" between
the measured electrical signals and the faults of interest, many offline data processing and model
fitting steps are required to achieve effective fault detection. The data processing and fitting
steps required by the fault detection algorithm rely on a diverse collection of analytical tools for
their justification and function. The next chapter covers this collection of tools to establish a
mathematical background for the assumptions and function of the fault detection algorithm.
Chapter 2: Mathematical Building Blocks for Non Intrusive
Fault Detection
This thesis presents a set of algorithms and procedures to detect faults in reciprocating
compressors non-intrusively. Electrically based non intrusive fault detection is desirable because
of its easy of application and the high demonstrated reliability of electrical sensors. The normal
scheme for non-intrusive fault detection adopted by this thesis is to measure the voltage and
current signals on the power line that serves the induction motor driving the reciprocating
compressor. This presents a number of challenges for effective fault detection. Some of these
challenges are outlined below, and the analytical tools presented in this chapter are employed to
solve these problems.
In non-intrusive fault detection, it is rare that one can directly measure the signal most
sensitive to the type of faults that are desirable to detect. In fact it is normally the case that the
signals available non-intrusively are not in close proximity or even in the same physical domain
as the fault mechanisms of concern. The mathematical tools involved therefore concern
themselves with managing and reducing the effects of noise, as well as fitting physical models of
the machine that link signals in various physical domains to the signals that are available. Many
forms of filtering, averaging, parameter fitting, and other techniques are employed to extract the
information required for fault detection from the rather indirect non-intrusive signals. The
following is an overview of a range of these techniques that found use in the development of the
fault detection algorithm.
For computer sampling and analysis all signals end up in the electrical and then digital domain, but here the
statement is referring to, for example, sensing magnetic flux around a power cable for the purposes of determining
pressure in a compressor manifold.
In this thesis the signals are recorded and batch processed offline because the many
opportunities for noise to contaminate the information of interest require the use of more
powerful offline tools, such as zero-phase filtering. This is not a drawback of the method,
however, because the fault detection and diagnostic methods developed are intended to indicate
impending failures with significant lead time. The maintenance cycle is likely to have lag times
many orders of magnitude longer than the time span of the fault detection computation cycle.
2.1 The Requirement for Accurate Parameters
The steps of the fault detection algorithm were outlined in Section 1.4, and many of the
steps require accurate model parameters for their operation. The requirement for accurate
parameters can be met in a number of ways. These ways include direct measurement, accessing
published documentation of the compressor, contacting the manufacturers and requesting
unpublished or proprietary information, or parameter estimation based on system identification
experiments.
Direct measurement was utilized to obtain some parameters such as mass and length
quantities, or to place reasonable bounds on parameter values such as stator resistance and
inductance. The published documentation of the compressor was found to contain only
information that was easily measurable. Example information in the documentation included
cylinder bore size, piston stroke length, and nominal stator resistance. All these quantities are
obtainable through simple direct measurements, although some degree of disassembly is required
to conduct these measurements. Attempts to contact the manufacture for parameter values led
only to referral to existing published information. However, the model structures used in the
fault detection algorithm require parameters that are easily available to the manufacturer.
Widespread adoption of the fault detection techniques of this thesis may provide motivation to
make the required parameter information more freely available to compressor consumers.
The majority of parameters required for the fault detection algorithm were fit from
system identification procedures relying on parameter fitting algorithms. The division of the
reciprocating system into the electrical and mechanical domains creates two sets of parameters,
both of which are necessary for successful fault detection. Parameter estimation in each domain
faces unique challenges and was tackled with different tools.
The electrical domain, consisting of the induction motor, is described by the 5*h order
induction motor model. This model possesses parameters that are often temperature dependent
and are best estimated as part of the fault detection algorithm itself for any given set of electrical
measurements. The technique developed to do this relies on a nonlinear minimization algorithm
called a trust region reflective Newton procedure. The technique is described in detail in Section
3.4.2.
The mechanical domain consists of the reciprocating mechanism and is described by a
linear equation of motion with state dependent coefficients. Some of the parameters required
were directly measured, and the remaining parameters were determined with the aid of least
squares techniques. The least squared techniques were applied to system identification data
collected with intrusive sensors and procedures. However, the parameters determined in this
way are classified as a priori knowledge for the fault detection algorithm, need only be obtained
once, should be the same between members of a given compressor model, and may be provided
in a number of ways other ways described above.
2.1.1 Fitting Parameters with Linear Least Squares
In this thesis linear least squares parameter fitting techniques were used to estimate some
of the mechanical parameters of the reciprocating compressor. Accurate mechanical parameters
are essential for the correct operation of the fault detection algorithm. The reciprocating
compressor mechanism is a collection of rigid bodies including the crankshaft, the connecting
rods, and the pistons. Under simplifications described in Chapter 4, a differential equation
relates the positions, velocities, accelerations and forces on the components with the model
parameters in a linear fashion. Thus the parameter estimation problem is amenable to linear least
squares methods. The general linear parameter estimation problem can be stated as equation
(2.1).
y = WO (2.1)
Where y and W are vectors of signals, and 0 is a vector of parameters. If the system is
over-determined, i.e. there are more data points than parameters; there is no solution to (2.1).
One instead seeks a solution 0 that minimizes the squared error |- W&|| 2. Solving the well
known normal equation (2.2) gives the least squared error solution to this problem for an over
determined system [21].
WTy = WTW& (2.2)
The solution is essentially the projection of the signals in y onto the column space of W.
The parameters 0 can then be solved for directly. Noise in the signal comprising y is handled
through the projection, but noise in the signals comprising W are not treated and can lead to
errors in the parameters. This becomes a significant issue if the signals in W are derivatives of
measured quantities because numerical differentiation tends to amplify high frequency noise, as
discussed in the section on numeric differentiation below. To get around this problem it is
possible to solve a filtered version of the original system and avoid the differentiation. The
description of the technique below derives from an example in [22]. As shown in the following
example the same parameters as the original system will be recovered. This is demonstrated
below.
Equation (2.3) is simply the first law of thermodynamics relating the change of energy E
in a system to the power flows P in and out of the system.
dE
dt Pin - Pout (2.3)
For the kinetic energy of a rotating body, equation (2.3) is expressed below in terms of measured
torque r and generalized velocity 4 signals, and a rotational inertia parameter J to be determined.
J dq 2I = 4 (2.4)2 dt
Equation (2.4) has linear parameterization and is suitable for least squares estimation, but it
requires the derivative of 4. Any noise in the measured 4 signal will be amplified and lead to an
unreliable estimate of the parameter J.
A powerful tool to overcome this noise amplification problem and generate the reliable
parameter estimates required by the fault detection algorithm is to apply a low pass filter to both
sides of equation (2.4). A Laplace domain representation of the result of (2.4) is given in (2.5).
-Ipq2] = qLT (2.5)2
The result of applying a first order low pass filter to (2.5) is given in equation (2.6). The low
pass filter applied has a Laplace domain representation of where ;f is a user supplied
constant that is tuned based on the frequency content of the signals being filtered, and p is the
Laplace variable.
[2 Af 1/ 4Z
J 2 42 -C,
- - = (2.6)
The system in equation (2.6) has the same form as equation (2.1), with 6 = , W = [42 _ Af2 P+Af
and y = No numerical derivative to generate the quantity ij is required. Many standard
options exist for implementing the discrete version of the low pass filtering required and they
will not be discussed here. More on applying digital low pass filters to data can be found in any
standard reference on signal processing.
2.1.2 Non Linear Fitting
If the parameters are involved in the model in a non linear way, as is frequently the case,
one must employ a nonlinear scheme to fit model parameters. Non-linear parameter estimation
is used in two areas of the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm. The first area is in fitting of
the induction motor model parameters and the algorithm for doing this is described in Section
3.4.2. The second area that nonlinear parameter estimation is employed is in estimating suction
and discharge pressures from load torque signals derived by the fault detection algorithm. As
explained in the previous chapter and in Section 4.5, a simplified two parameter cylinder
pressure model is fit to the load torque signal, and the resulting parameters represent the
estimates of the suction and discharge pressure acting on the piston. Equation (2.7) gives the
general nonlinear parameter estimation problem.
y = F(8)
0 = argmin(y - 7(O)) (2.7)
Nonlinear fitting schemes seek to adjust the model's parameter estimates 6 so as to
minimize the error between the data and the output of the model. Many methods exist and
selection of a particular method is a balance of concerns over convergence time, performance,
and ability to incorporate additional information such as constraints or bounds on parameter
values.
The method chosen for this research is a trust region reflective algorithm based on the
work in [23] and [24]. In short, the method works by approximating the nonlinear function to be
minimized as a quadratic function in a region near the current point in parameter space. A
candidate point is then chosen that minimizes this quadratic approximation and this new point is
checked to see if also reduces the value of the nonlinear function. If the nonlinear function was
reduced then this candidate point is made the new current point, the region of the approximation
is considered to be "trustworthy," and is size is consequently expanded. If the candidate point
does not reduce the value of the nonlinear function, it is abandoned and the region of
approximation's size is shrunk to ensure that the next quadratic approximation to the nonlinear
function is more accurate. In the event that the step from the current point in parameter space to
the new candidate point takes the parameters out of the user supplied bounds, the step in that
parameter's dimension is "reflected" off the boundary. For example consider a parameter with
an upper bound of 7 and a current value of 5. If the update to the parameter's value based on the
minimization of the quadratic approximation is to increase its value by 3, the parameter would
end up out of range at a value of 8. The reflection step reflects this parameter's value to 6
around the bound of 7. The particular implementation of the trust region reflective minimization
method is that employed as the default solver in Matlab's lsqnonlin command. This command is
structured to minimize a vector valued function by seeking the minimum of the sum of squares
of the vector's components.
2.2 Synchronous Time-Domain Averaging
A key feature of the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm is the motor model inversion
procedure that allows for the calculation of motor torque and speed from the current and voltage
signals recorded on the power supply cable. This aspect of the fault detection algorithm is vital
for revealing the mechanical fault signals internal to the compressor from the non-intrusive
electrical measurements. One of the requirements for the successful completion of this step is
that the input signals used in the motor inversion calculation be nearly noise free. The input
signals are known to be periodic, and a powerful technique for the extraction of a low noise
periodic signal from a composite signal is synchronous averaging [25].
A requirement for synchronous averaging is knowledge of the period of the signal of
interest, and Section 3.3.1 shows how this knowledge is obtained non-intrusively. Synchronous
averaging works by averaging sections of data that are synchronous with the period sought. The
averaging is done in the time-domain in comparison to spectrum averaging done for the
computation of power spectral densities. The process of applying synchronous averaging to a
signal is nearly equivalent to comb filtering the signal for the fundamental period and all
harmonics of the period, while rejecting unwanted content at all other frequencies. The
difference between synchronous averaging and a comb filter is in the length of the output vector.
Comb filters output a signal of the same length as the input while synchronous averaging results
in a signal whose length is only that of one period of the signal of interest.
Complications arise in applying synchronous averaging when the signal of interest is not
constant. However, if the drift in the period of the signal is limited and slow compared to the
signal's period, it is still possible to benefit from the method by doing the averaging in a constant
phase space. An estimate of the changing period of interest is first generated and used to
interpolate the data onto a space with a constant phase angle between data points for the signal of
interest. Synchronous averaging is performed in this space and the result is then interpolated
back into the normal sample space defined by a constant time step between data points. A
Matlab spline interpolation routine was used in the implementation for this research.
Following the development in [25], the synchronous time-domain average is defined
according to equation (2.8) .
N-1
y(nAt) = x(nAt - rMAt) (2.8)
r
The frequency response function is derived with the aid of the z transform in (2.9).
N-1
Y(z) _1 1 1- Z-MN(.9
H(z) = -- = - (1 + z-rM) = - (2.9)
X(z) N N 1-z-M
r=o
The expression for the magnitude of the frequency response as a function of frequency
normalized to the period of the signal of interest is given in (2.10).
1 sin(irNf/fp) (2.10)|H(f/fp)|= -N sin(rrf/lfp)
In equations (2.8) through (2.10), N is the number of data sections averaged, At is the sample
time, M is the number of samples per period, and f, = I is the frequency of the targetedMAt
periodic signal. A plot of (2.10) for values of N,M, and At characteristic of the averaging
employed in the research is given in Figure 2.1.
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Figure 2.1: The frequency response plot of the synchronous time-domain averaging operation
resembles that of a comb filter.
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2.3 Contracting Systems and Analysis
The non-intrusive fault detection algorithm presented in this thesis relies on synchronous
averaging of the periodic electrical signals measured on the power cable supplying the
reciprocating compressor. The synchronous averaging serves to reduce the noise content of the
measured electrical signals making them suitable for use in the motor model inversion equations,
which is a vital step to reveal fault signatures from the non-intrusive measurements. The action
of the reciprocating compression mechanism serves to provide a periodic load torque to the
induction motor, but since the induction motor is a nonlinear device the assumption of
periodicity in its outputs must be justified in order to apply the synchronous averaging technique.
Contraction analysis provides this required justification. Contraction Analysis is a
method of analyzing the stability of systems from a differential view point. Systems that can be
considered to be "contracting" have many useful properties, but the property of interest for this
research is how contracting systems respond to periodic inputs. As stated in [26], the output of
any time-invariant contracting system driven by a periodic input tends exponentially to a
periodic signal with the same period. This result underpins the entire motor model inversion
method described in this thesis. Due to its importance, and for completeness, the material from
[26] proving this will be outlined below.
Consider a general continuous deterministic system described by equation (2.11).
Integrating this equation gives the system trajectories through the space defined by the states of
the system.
J = f(x, t) (2.11)
Now consider two distinct system trajectories that at time t are located an infinitesimal
displacement Sx apart from each other. If the distance is small enough a linearization about the
first trajectory will adequately describe how the distance between the two trajectories behaves in
time, as given in (2.12).
OfSi = -(x, t)Sx (2.12)Ox
The squared distance between these two trajectories (SxTSx) evolves as (2.13)
d a
-(Sx'Sx) = 2 Sx TSk = 2 SxT -1 Sx (2.13)dt Ox
If the eigenvalues of the Jacobian are uniformly negative, then equation (2.13) implies
that the distance between these two trajectories shrinks exponentially to zero. Integrating these
differential distances along an arbitrary path between any two points in the region where the
Jacobian's eigenvalues are uniformly negative reveals that all trajectories "contract"
exponentially together to a single trajectory. It is not necessary to know what that final single
trajectory is. But since equilibrium points are trajectories of a system that must remain for all
time, any contracting region can have at most one equilibrium point, and all trajectories in the
region contract to that equilibrium point exponentially.
As for nonlinear time-invariant contracting systems driven by a periodic input, consider
such a system driven by the periodic input w(t) with period T > 0, such as equation (2.14).
x = f(x, W(t)) (2.14)
Let there be two system trajectories with differing starting points such that they pass
through the same point in state space x at different times. Let the first system trajectory x0 (t)
begin at point x1 ; x, (0) = x1, and let the second system trajectory, denoted XT(t), pass through
this point at a later time T; XT (T) = x1. Since the system is time invariant and is being driven by
a periodic input w(t) of period T, xr(t) is actually a time shifted instance of trajectory x,(t).
Vt > T, xTt) = xO(t - T) (2.15)
Since both XT(t) and x0 (t) are trajectories of a contracting system, they tend towards
each other exponentially. Equation (2.15) implies that x0 (t - T) tends towards x0 (t)
exponentially. Using recursion one can prove that for each period of the input the trajectories of
the system become ever closer together so that lim x0 (t + nT) exists. The existence of this
n -4+o
limit implies that in the limit x, (t) is itself a periodic function with period T. Because the value
of the initial condition of x0 (t) is arbitrary this periodic response with the same period as the
input always happens for contracting systems, after transients have died down.
2.4 Numerical Differentiation
Numerical calculation of the motor model inversion is a key step in the fault detection
algorithm. This step serves to relate the mechanical signals generated by the components of the
compressor and any faults conditions to the electrical signals recorded by the non-intrusive
algorithm. The solution of the motor model inversion equation requires the solving of a
differential equation, and a computational efficient method of finding this solution is necessary.
The approach used in this thesis is a spectral solution procedure that involves the differentiation
of sampled data.
Differentiating sampled data numerically is particularly difficult. Sampled data will
always contain some amount of noise that contaminates all frequencies of the measurement. In
general the signals of interest have frequency content on the lower end of the span of frequencies
present in the sampled data, and the derivative operator will act to amplify high frequency noise
present in the signal. If, however, the signal of interest has already been processed to sufficiently
remove noise, many discrete methods exist that can be used to calculate the derivative with
varying degrees of accuracy. One particularly accurate method involves the Discrete Fourier
Transform (DFT), and the use of this method is especially convenient if the solution of
differential equations is also desired.
2.4.1 Differentiation Employing the Fourier Transform
The derivative of a discrete time set of data can be computed very accurately with the
help of the DFT if the data set allows a DFT representation. The definition of the DFT is given
in (2.16).
N-1
y 21rjikfi = cke N (2.16)
k=O
The inverse of the DFT is given in (2.17).
N-11 -21jik
Ck = - Ifie N (2.17)
i=O
These definitions can be found in any number of sources, such as [21]. By examining the
definitions, the procedure for numeric differentiation using the DFT is readily apparent, and
given in (2.18).
N-1
df 2irj 21cjik
- = --- kcke N (2.18)di N L
k=0
In equations (2.16) through (2.18) the subscript i corresponds to the time-domain index
of data samples, while subscript k denotes the frequency domain index of Fourier coefficients.
The symbol j denotes the imaginary number. Differentiation by the subscript i is exactly given
in (2.18), and it approximates the true time derivative of the signal f extremely well if all
standard requirements have been met in sampling the data series fi. Care must be taken in
practice to account for the order in which standard computer algorithms such as the FFT store the
Fourier series coefficients Ck.
Chapter 3: Induction Motor Model and its Inversion
The induction motor is an asynchronous AC machine whose ruggedness and simplicity
have made it very popular in industrial settings. Alongside many other applications, the
induction motor serves as the prime mover in reciprocating compressors. The non-intrusive fault
detection procedures presented here rely on electrical measurements of the voltage and current
supplied to the induction motor. The fault detection algorithm handles the complexity of the
reciprocating compressor by dividing it into two primary domains as discussed in Chapter 1. As
one of the two primary sub-domains of the reciprocating compressor treated by the fault
detection algorithm, accurate knowledge of how signals arising from mechanical faults in the
compressor propagate through the induction motor is critical.
The induction motor model inversion techniques and parameter fitting procedure
developed here apply to any induction machine with a primarily periodic load. In order to
simplify the motor model equations, a rotating coordinate transformation is applied [27]. The
standard 5th order induction motor model in the synchronously rotating DQ coordinate frame
serves as the basis for the modeling in this thesis. This dynamic motor model treats stator
voltage and load torque as inputs, while shaft speed and stator current consumption are states and
outputs of the model.
An argument is then given for the contracting nature of the induction motor model. The
periodic response properties of contracting systems are employed to justify synchronous
averaging of measured motor voltage and current signals. Synchronous averaging is shown to
reduce noise in these signals sufficiently to allow successful numeric calculation of the induction
motor model inversion equations. The motor model inversion equations state motor shaft speed
and motor torque as functions of stator voltage and current. A block diagram of the methods
described in this chapter is given in Figure 3.1 below.
Figure 3.1: The steps required to prepare the measured three-phase electric signals for the
motor model inversion procedure are outlined in block diagram form.
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3.1 Rotating Coordinate Transformations
The dynamic equations describing the induction motor in the lab frame contain many
position dependent quantities, which can lead to analysis and computational difficulties.
However, one may considerably simplify analysis and computation by transforming variables
into an appropriate reference frame [28].
The induction motor in this research is a three-phase machine. Three-phase electric
power has a number of advantages in terms of simplicity and ruggedness that lead to its
popularity. Nominal three-phase electric power consists of a set of constant frequency, constant
amplitude voltage sine waves that are 120 degrees out of phase with each other. The three
phases are customarily denoted A, B, and C, and quantities denoted this way can be thought of as
existing in the lab or stationary reference frame. In practice, the quality of real electric power is
never perfect, and drift in utility frequency can be a significant issue in the fault detection
algorithm presented here. However, as seen below, the framework of the coordinate transform
contains a natural mechanism to correct for utility frequency drift.
3.1.1 Transformation to an Arbitrary Reference Frame
The description that follows draws from [27]. Many forms of the three-phase reference
frame transformation exist. The choice of transformation used in this research is sometimes
called the DQO transform to distinguish it from the popular Park transform. The DQO transform
has the property that it is power invariant, unlike the original Park transform. Let fabcbe a vector
of quantities in the lab frame, such as the balanced set of three-phase voltages shown in equation
(3.1).
fabc = Vo
Cos (oet )
s( 21r
(3.1)
(3.2)
The transformed vector will be denoted fdqo and it is formed according to (3.2).
fdqo = K(B)fabc
K(6) is the DQO transformation matrix and is defined:
2
K (0) =
Cos 0 Cos (0- 3
-sin (0) 
- sin (60- 3)
2 2
cos(1+3)
7
- sin (0+ 3
2
(3.3)
The electric, 6, is defined according to (3.4) to make it continuous; { is a dummy variable for
integration.
t
6 = fo ({)df + 6(0) (3.4)
Note that w({) is arbitrary, and need not be constant. Correctly specifying w({) can account for
the effect of drift in the utility frequency of the voltage.
The transformation matrix has an inverse given in below.
cos (8) -sin (6) - 2
-KO)1 2 2n 2n N2(35(K)) = g cos (6 - -sin (0 2 (3.5)
Cos 6 +- -2, sin 0 +21 V23 -n( 3) 2 -
Common choices of w({) are either zero, which corresponding to the lab frame; We, which
corresponding to the frame synchronously rotating with the electric supply frequency; or (Or,
which corresponding to the frame rotating with the rotor. To show the kind of simplification that
results from the transform, the vector fabc as defined in (3.1) is transformed according to (3.2)
with the choice of the synchronously rotating frame. The result is given below.
rvOl
fdqo = 0 (3.6)
3.1.2 Variable Frequency Transform Implementation
In the description of the transformation to an arbitrary reference frame described above, it
was noted that the electric utility frequency varies with time and is therefore denoted as We (t).
Time variation in the utility frequency is an issue that must be addressed by the fault detection
algorithm. If a coordinate transformation is conducted with the wrong utility frequency, the
resulting variables will not have a constant DC component. A signal with a slowly varying DC
component is not optimal for synchronous time-domain averaging, because synchronous
averaging on such a signal will introduce an undesirable error. Since synchronous averaging is
vital for removing noise from the transformed electric signals to make them suitable for use in
the motor model inversion equations, the rotating coordinate transform employed must
accurately track the true we(t). This section describes the implementation used in the research
to perform the rotating coordinate transformation while accounting for the drift in utility
frequency.
Some statistics of the variation and range of the utility frequency are provided in Table
3.1. These statistics were acquired by monitoring the supply voltage over the course of 10
minutes in our laboratory on a typical week-day. Causes for the observed variations include
imperfect generation and frequency regulation at the utility and supply impedance interactions
with the current draw of other loads on the circuit.
Quantity Value Units
Standard Deviation of we 0.0607 rad/sec
Mean of We 377.024 rad/sec
Difference from 120r 0.0332 rad/sec
max(we) - min(we) 0.276 rad/sec
max( I) 0.69 rad/sec2
\ t J_
Table 3.1: Variation of electric utility frequency (We) taken from a 10 minute voltage record.
To generate an estimate of the supply frequency function We(t) for use in the rotating
coordinate transform, an arbitrary phase of the lab frame voltage is forward-backward filtered
with a 2000 tap FIR band pass filter with a 10hz pass-band centered on the nominal value of
60hz. The filtering method used doesn't affect the phase of the voltage signal, and it removes
noise in regions far from the true supply frequency. After filtering, the first and last 2000 data
points are discarded to remove any filter transients. The frequency response plot of the filter is
given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: The band-pass filter centered on the nominal 60hz utility frequency improves the
accuracy of the variable utility frequency extraction procedure.
The goal of the filtering is to make the zero crossings of the filtered voltage data
indicative of the fundamental utility frequency. The zero crossing times are found with linear
interpolation between the two data points boarding the zero line. To ensure the accuracy of the
interpolation the filtered voltage signal is first up-sampled by zero padding in the frequency
domain. Up-sampling in this manner is computationally efficient for increasing the number of
samples by an integer multiple, and it has been found that a resulting effective sampling rate of
greater than 15khz gives good results in the linear interpolation step to follow.
The times of zero intercepts of the filtered and up-sampled data are then generated by
linearly interpolating the data points bracketing each zero crossing. Because there are two zero
crossings per period of the utility frequency, calculating the time difference between neighboring
zero crossings generates an estimate of the half period of the utility frequency. These half period
estimates are doubled and then inverted to create estimates of the utility frequency. The result is
two utility frequency estimates per period of the voltage signal. These utility frequency
estimates are assumed to most accurately represent the instantaneous supply frequency at the
points midway between the two zero crossings they were generated from. Estimates of the
instantaneous utility frequency for each sampled data point of the original (not up-sampled)
voltage are then generated with spline interpolation through these utility frequency estimates.
The end result is a data vector of we(nAt), the discrete time representation of We(t). A sample
plot of we (nAt) is shown in Figure 3.3
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Figure 3.3: A sample of the variation in the utility frequency for
data.
10 minutes of recorded voltage
When applying the transform to the synchronous reference frame, the utility angle 0 used
in K(6) in equation (3.3) is generated from w, (nAt) using cumulative trapezoidal integration.
The purpose of the above procedure is to stabilize the values of the voltage in the synchronously
rotating reference frame. If a fixed electric utility frequency is assumed, the values of fdqo end
up drifting. This unwanted drift becomes a numerical issue for the algorithms introduced later in
the thesis, especially if the drift causes the voltage to pass through zero. Figure 3.4 shows a plot
of sample voltage data transformed according to the fixed utility frequency assumption, while the
same voltage data transformed by variable frequency procedure is given in Figure 3.5 for
comparison.
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Figure 3.4: Results of a rotating coordinate transformation of voltage assuming a fixed utility
frequency. The drift in the true utility frequency causes the D and Q axis voltages to drift and
not assume sufficiently stable values for the application of synchronous time-domain averaging.
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Figure 3.5: Result of the rotating coordinate transform utilizing the variable utility frequency
extracted from the data by the method described in this section. The drift problems in the D
and Q axis voltages are completely eliminated.
3.2 Induction Motor Dynamic Model
Equations (3.7) through (3.11) are a widespread representation of the standard singly fed
induction motor. It has been transformed into the synchronously rotating "DQ" coordinate frame
so that the voltage excitation Vds and Vqs are constants. The parameters in the equations are the
electrical frequency we, the stator R, and rotor Rr resistances respectively, and the number of
poles, P. The induction motor inputs are the voltages Vds , vqs and the load torque -r, and the
outputs are the stator current draw ids, iqs, and shaft speed wr-
As= Vds + (OeAqs + Rsids (3.7)
Aqs = Vqs - WeAds + Rsiqs (3.8)
Ar = (e Pwr Aqr + Rridr (3.9)dr Pwr
Aqr = (P2r - Me) Adr + Rriqr (3.10)
6)r = 4 (3LDP (Aqrtds - Aqsladr) - T (3.11)
The A variables represent flux linkages and the currents flowing in the stator and rotor are
represented by ids, iqs, ldr iqr. These currents are related to the flux linkages through equations
(3.12) through (3.15). The parameters Lm, Las, and Lar represent the mutual, stator, and rotor
inductances, respectively. The parameter D is a space saving notation defined by equation (3.16)
and is always negative.
_ LarAds - LmAdr (3.12)
ads D
_ LariAqsDLmAqr (3.13)
as D
_dr = LasAdr - Lmlds (3.14)D
_qr LasAqr - LmAqs (3.15)
D = - LasLar (3.16)
3.2.1 Contraction; Negative Definiteness of System Jacobian
The induction motor is a contracting system. Proof of this can be seen by showing the
negative definiteness of the system Jacobian. A negative definite matrix has all negative
eigenvalues. Given the quadratic form of equation (2.13), it is sufficient to examine only the
symmetric part of the system Jacobian because the anti-symmetric part contributes nothing to the
product. The symmetric part of the system Jacobian is given in below.
-Lm(Rr + Rs) 0
2D
0 Lm(Rr + Rs)
2D
Las Rr 0
D
0 Las Rr
D
SAqr 3Lm Aqs Ar + 3LmPAds
4 8DJ 4 8DJ
3LmPAqr
8DJ
-3LmPAar
8DJ
PAqr 3LmPAqs
4 8DJ
PAar + 3LmPAds
4 8DJ
0
The "determinant" test for negative definiteness is used. This requires taking the
determinant of each successively larger square sub-matrix starting with the top left corner. In
order for a matrix to be negative definite, the signs of the calculated determinants must alternate
beginning with a negative value. The determinants of each sub-matrix are stated below and
denoted Dithrough D5 , not to be confused with the negative parameter D.
Di = LarRs < 0
D
L2 R 2
D2 =ar s > 0
D2
LarRs(L2R2 + 2L 2RrRs + L2nR2 - 4LarLasRrRs)
3 - 4D3
(L2R2 + 2L nRrRs + L2R 2 - 4LarLasRrRs)2
D4 = rM > 016D4
(3.18)
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)DS = f(Ads, Aqs, Adr, lqr)
From equations (3.18) through (3.22) it is immediately obvious that D1 , D2 , and
D4 satisfy the correct sign conditions for negative definiteness. The value of D3 is negative if the
parameters satisfy equation (3.23). For normal induction motors, the left hand side of equation
(3.23) is of order 10^2 and the right hand side is order 1, satisfying the condition.
LarRs
D
0
-Lm(Rr + Rs)
2D
0
3LmP2Aqr
8DJ
0
LarRs
D
0
Lm(Rr + Rs)
2D
-3LmPAdr
8DJ
(3.17)
LasLar> (Rr + Rs) 2  (3.23)
Lm 4RrRs
The expression for D5 is a complex function of the states of the system and must be
evaluated numerically. A simulation of a number of different operating conditions was done
using parameter values fit from the induction motor used in the research, and the value of Ds was
always calculated to be negative. Negative definiteness can be concluded for the system
Jacobian, and therefore the induction motor is a contracting system.
3.2.2 Model Expressed With Complex Variables
A great notational simplification can be achieved by expressing the equations of the
induction motor dynamic model with complex variables. This is simple to do because the D and
Q axis are orthogonal to each other, as are the real and imaginary axes. One simply multiplies
the Q axis equations byj and adds it to the D axis equations. The definitions of the complex flux
linkages, currents, and stator voltage are given in equations (3.24) through (3.28).
As = ads + jlAqs (3.24)
Ar = adr + jAqr (3.25)
is = ids + jiqs (3.26)
ir = idr + jiqr (3.27)
Vs = Vas + jVqs (3.28)
It should be noted that co, corresponding with the angular velocity of the motor shaft, is
constrained to have zero imaginary part in any physically realizable expression of the motor
model dynamics. This turns out to be an important tool for checking the consistency of
parameters and states derived from sampled data when expressed in this complex form. The
minimization of the imaginary part of or is a primary part of the motor model parameter fitting
algorithm developed for this research. The complex motor model is expressed in equations
(3.29) through (3.33).
AS = vs - Rsis - jweAs (3.29)
/ir =j( r - e Ar - Rrir (3.30)
_ LarlAs - LmAr (3.31)
s D
= Lmls - LasAr (3.32)
r - D
1 3Lm? -
'Or = L Im(AsAr) - Ti (3.33)
3.3 Synchronous Averaging of Measured Voltage and Current
The induction motor is a contracting system as proven in Section 3.2.1, and therefore the
periodic response properties given in Section 2.3 apply. To re-state these properties for
completeness: "The output of any contracting system driven by a periodic input tends
exponentially to a periodic signal with the same period" [26]. The inputs to the induction motor
are the driving stator voltages and the load torque. Because of the transformation of the stator
voltages and motor model into the synchronously rotating reference frame that matches the
angular velocity of the utility frequency, the stator voltage excitations are constant. Therefore,
the only varying input is the load torque. For a large class of machines, including reciprocating
compressors, the load torque is very well approximated as a periodic function of the shaft
position. This periodic load torque causes periodic outputs in the motor speed and current
waveforms. Because the current waveforms are periodic, if one knew the period of the current
signal, the load torque, or the shaft speed variation (which are all equal), one could apply
synchronous time-domain averaging to the current signals and remove a great amount of noise.
This is one of the key steps in the induction motor model inversion process. The ability to use
the superior noise reduction properties of synchronous time-domain averaging is what allows the
sensitive motor model inversion equations to be solved with imprecise sampled data. One must
also take care to account for noise in the sampled voltage data. Since the reference frame
attempts to render the voltages constant, any time variation is deemed as noise, and a simple
mean value of the voltage signals over the time span of interest suffices for the inversion
calculations.
3.3.1 Determination of Period of Load Torque Excitation
The preceding section explains the importance of synchronous time-domain averaging.
This technique requires knowledge of the period of the signal of interest, in this case the period
of revolution of the motor shaft. Fortunately, there are a number of methods to obtain this
information, two of which will be described here. One method, which involves tracking the
harmonics of the rotor bar passing frequency, is applicable to nearly any induction motor
provided you know the number of rotor bars. The other method locates dominant spikes in the
sampled current frequency spectrum that correspond to easily distinguishable mechanical
features of the machine's operation. This method is also applicable to many machines. Any
machine that exhibits a load torque profile with a clearly distinguishable point or points of
maximum torque per revolution is a good candidate. The torque surge required to move the
pistons in the compressor cylinder at the point of highest compression pressure and low
mechanical advantage just before the discharge valve opens is one such example. Both methods
are used in this research.
3.3.1.1 Tracking the Rotor Slot Harmonic
The rotor slot harmonic (RSH) describes a family of high frequency harmonics present in
the stator current of the induction motor. The dynamic model of the induction machine covered
in Section 3.2 assumes that the magnetic field is distributed like a sinusoid within the air gap,
and that the induction machine is perfectly symmetrical. These simplifying assumptions are
sufficient to describe the induction motor's major mechanical and electrical characteristics, but
they preclude the generation of the RHS or other related higher-order effects in the stator current.
The RSH and related features, like the stator slot harmonic (SSH) and the static and
dynamic eccentricity modulations of the RSH and SSH content, are generated by the interaction
of the non-uniform magnetic flux wave in the air gap of the machine with the stator coils. This
non-uniformity arises because the stator and rotor are not magnetically homogeneous due to the
physical presence of the stator slots and the imbedded squirrel cage conductor bars in the rotor.
The alternating magnetic permanence properties of, for example, silicon sheet steel inter-slot
structure and copper or aluminum conductor filling the slots composing the rotor and stator lead
directly to the non-uniformity of the air gap magnetic flux. As the rotor rotates, the variation in
the air gap flux caused by the rotor slots moves with the speed of the rotor, leading to harmonic
content in the stator current that is a function of rotor speed. These effects are documented
extensively in many references, of which [29] is a convenient example.
The practical use of the RSH for rotor speed tracking begins with the formula for the
spectral location of the primary RSH given in equation (3.34) taken from [29].
[ 1-s 1
frsh = fe (kR k nd) k ±v (3.34)1 ~P/2 I
Where the variable R is the number of rotor slots, P is the number of pole pairs, s stands for slip
and is a normalized measure of rotor speed described by equation (3.35), k is any positive
integer, nd is the order of any eccentricity, v is the order of the stator time harmonic, and fe is
the electric frequency in hertz.
P
S = e - 7 0r (3.35)
Oje
In practice the dominant RSH harmonic for a healthy motor appears for k = 1, na = 0,
and v = 1. For the induction motor used in the research R = 44, and P = 4. Equation (3.34)
describes the location of the RSH in the stator current as seen from the lab frame. If the stator
current is transformed to the synchronously rotating frame as described in Section 3.1, the
equation for the RHS is simplified to equation (3.36).
Rwfrsh e + r (3.36)2r
Locating the RSH in the frequency spectrum of the measured and DQ transformed stator
current is relatively straightforward once the values of R and P are known. Determining P is a
simple matter of inspecting the motor name plate. Determining R with certainty, if not supplied
by the manufacturer, either requires high-fidelity speed measurement, or disassembly of the
motor followed by visual inspection of the rotor. In some cases, especially for small squirrel
cage machines, such as those used in the research, visual inspection can prove inconclusive.
However, an average speed measurement taken in conjunction with a record of the stator current
allows one to use equation (3.34) or (3.36) to test hypotheses for values of R in a straightforward
manner. Visual inspection of the stator will also yield information on possible values of
R because manufacturers universally choose the number of rotor and stator slots so that they do
not chare common factors to prevent cogging torque effects in the running machine.
Once R has been determined, one can track the largest peak in the frequency spectra
defined by RSH equations and some expected range of operating speeds for the induction motor.
To achieve good frequency resolution either high sampling rates or long data sets or both must
be used in computing the stator current spectrum. Additional frequency resolution can be
achieved by zero padding the stator current data set before taking the Fourier transform. For this
research, a rectangular window consisting of one second of data is slid over the stator current
record in tenth second increments, and the data is zero padded in length to an additional six
powers of two. The fast Fourier transform is taken and the peak RSH harmonic location is then
found by locating the frequency component with the largest magnitude in the window defined by
the expected operating speed range of the machine and equation (3.36). This generates an
estimate of the shaft speed that is similar to a one second moving average updated every tenth of
a second of recorded current data. A comparison of the RSH derived shaft speed estimates with
the output of a high-fidelity shaft encoder that has also been filtered with a one second moving
average is given in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6: Compilation of RSH based rotor speed estimates from a one second window of
stator current data plotted with the one second moving average of rotor speed as measured by
a high-fidelity shaft encoder.
Tracking shaft speed in this manner is enables one locate regions of the recorded current
data that represent relatively steady state machine operation over periods of 5 to 10 seconds.
These relatively steady state regions of data give the best results in the motor model inversion
and fault detection algorithms. For example the data from approximately 23 seconds to 33
seconds in Figure 3.6 represent a good sub-set of the data for use in the fault detection algorithm.
Currently, in the Matlab implementation of the fault detection algorithm given in the appendix,
the user is asked to visually identify these relatively steady state regions. This task is easily
automated, however.
3.3.1.2 Peak Torque Tracking
All periodic load torques will contain a set of local maxima in the load torque as a
function of shaft angle. If these load torque maxima are dominant enough then it is a
straightforward expectation that the frequency spectrum of a synchronously rotating current
waveform will contain a dominant peak at the same frequency as the load torque maxima. This
peak in the current spectrum will occur at some multiple of the shaft rotation frequency
(depending on the number of dominant load torque maxima). It becomes a simple matter to
calculate the shaft speed of the motor because disambiguation of the integer multiple of the shaft
speed is easily resolved by comparison with the rated speed of the motor.
The reciprocating compressor used in this research is a two-cylinder compressor with
identical cylinders. The crankshaft of the compressor, which is keyed to the induction motor
rotor, has its cams arranged to actuate the compressing pistons 180 degrees apart from each
other. This leads to two dominant load torque maxima per revolution of the motor shaft. The
driving induction motor is a four-pole machine, implying a synchronous speed of 1800 rpm.
Induction machines only approach synchronous speed in unloaded operation, but even then they
do not attain it. It is normal for an induction machine to operate in a range of speeds from 90%
to just under 100% of its synchronous speed. Thus, the expected location of the corresponding
dominant peak in the current spectrum is somewhere in the 3240-3600 rpm (54hz to 60hz)
frequency range. This dominant peak in the stator current spectrum is clearly indicated at twice
the motor shaft speed by a dashed red vertical line on the left side of the frequency plot in Figure
3.7. The dashed red vertical line on the left side of the plot shows another dominant peak
occurring at the rotation frequency due to the slightly asymmetric nature of the load generated by
each piston.
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Figure 3.7: The peaks in the stator current spectrum are easily identifiable on this log plot. The
left and right dashed red vertical lines denote the first and second shaft speed frequency
harmonics, respectively.
3.3.2 Constant Phase Space Averaging Implementation
The periodic load torque being driven by the induction motor is a function of multiple
processes occurring on a range of time scales. These processes take place throughout the larger
fluid or refrigeration system in which the compressor is located. In the following discussion the
adjective "slow" is used to describe dynamics and time scales that are longer than those of the
induction motor and rotation of the compressor shaft.
In vapor compression refrigeration equipment, slow time scale processes involve mean
migration of refrigerant mass between the differing volumes of the condenser, evaporator,
connecting pipes, and accumulator, if present. Other slow processes include the transfer of
thermal energy through convection and conduction in the heat exchangers, possible build up of
condensate layers of liquid or solid water on the heat exchanger surfaces, and the dynamics of
the metering device such as thermostatic expansion valves. All of the mentioned processes have
an effect on the suction and discharge pressures of the compressor, and therefore act to lessen the
periodic nature of the load torque faced by the induction motor. Internal to the compressor,
processes like the heating of the conductors in the induction motor change resistances of the
rotor and stator which, in turn, change the electrical characteristics of the motor. In addition, the
heating of lubrication oil changes the oil viscosity, and hence changes the friction component of
the load torque.
Fast processes that affect the load torque include the distribution of lubricant inside the
compressor, which is not only pumped steadily, but also splashed around by the moving
components passing rapidly through the pool of oil in the base of the compressor crank case. In
addition, imperfect electrical excitation and transient harmonic content in the utility supply
voltage can disturb the shaft speed of the compressor. A disturbance in shaft speed will change
the load torque because many components of the load torque are rate-dependent processes like
viscous friction and compression. For all these reasons, the periodic load torque is not exactly
periodic. In order to better apply synchronous time-domain averaging to this situation, a
requirement on restively steady mean shaft speed was imposed to deal with the slowly varying
disturbances (see Section 3.3.1.1). In addition a constant phase angle implementation of the
synchronous averaging was constructed to reduce the effect of the fast disturbances in the
periodic load torque.
The phase angle of each sampled data point is determined in a similar method as the
variable frequency implementation of the DQO transform described in Section 3.1.2. First the
sampled current data is forward-backward band-pass filtered with a pass band centered narrowly
on the mean shaft speed frequency, which is supplied by the RSH information present in the
measured stator current. The frequency response of an example of this filter is shown in Figure
3.8.
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Figure 3.8: The frequency response of the band pass filter centered on twice the mean shaft
rotation frequency picks out the dominant spike in the stator current caused by the load torque
maxima. The filtered D axis current data forms the time-domain signal from which the primary
signal phase angle is extracted for the constant phase averaging implementation.
The result of this is the fundamental harmonic of the periodic response of the induction
motor's current draw. A linear interpolation scheme finds the times of the zero crossings, and
the zero crossing times are differenced to generate a time period estimate for each half cycle of
the fundamental harmonic. The time period estimate is doubled and then inverted to create an
instantaneous frequency estimate of the fundamental harmonic that is assumed to correspond to
the halfway point between zero crossings. An instantaneous frequency estimate for each data
point is generated with spline interpolation, and then this frequency is converted to radian per
second and integrated to generate a phase angle estimate for each data point in the sampled data
record. Spline interpolation is again used to interpolate each data point in the data record to a
space with a constant phase angle between data points. The synchronous averaging is conducted
in this space, and then the averaged data is interpolated a final time back to the normal sampled
data space corresponding to a constant elapsed time between each data point. The result of this
procedure is that the error arising from slight variations in the true periodicity of the current
waveforms is accounted for and minimized.
3.4 Motor Model Inversion
The dynamic equations (3.29) through (3.33) of the induction motor model represent a
forced system, with the forcing is provided by the stator voltage v, and load torque T1. In our
non-intrusive application only one of the inputs, v5, is measured. This measurement alone is
insufficient to reconstruct the complete solution to the system states and outputs. However, by
additionally measuring a system output, the stator current is, it becomes possible to reconstruct
the entire system response by inverting the motor model. Prior to utilizing is in the motor model
inversion, any high frequency content present in the signal arising from phenomena in the real
motor that is not covered in the motor model should be removed. One such source of higher
frequency content is the stator bar harmonic which occurs at 36 times the shaft rotation speed ar
It has been found that frequency content in the stator current greater than 15 times the shaft
rotational speed is spurious and should be filtered out. A minimum pass-band ripple filter like
the Butterworth filter is utilized low pass filter the stator current signal to remove this spurious
content. The low pass filtering should be done prior to calculations of motor shaft speed and
torque for use in fault detection. No filtering is necessary, however, if the stator current and
voltage signals are to be used for determining the parameters of the induction motor using the
procedure described in Section 3.4.2.
3.4.1 Direct Calculation of Speed and Torque
Recall that the parameters in the motor model equations (3.29) through (3.33) are real-
valued, and the variables are complex phasors resulting from the combination of the D and Q
axes. Equation (3.29) represents a linear first order differential equation with constant
coefficients for the state variable AS. This equation is forced by the forcing function (3.37),
which is periodic. The response of As will also be periodic by linearity.
f = vs - Rsis (3.37)
A convenient and computationally accurate way of solving the motor model inversion
equations is by doing the calculations in the frequency domain. A new subscript k denotes
variables represented by their Fourier series coefficients. The use of the Fourier series
representation is applicable due to the finite energy and periodic nature of the states and inputs of
the system. Recalling the differentiation rules in the frequency domain established in Section
2.4, the expression for the Fourier coefficients of Ask is given by equation (3.38), where variable
k is the frequency index of the courier coefficient, and wo is the sampling frequency relative to
the length of the data set.
Ask = - (3.38)
j(k = + a)
Ak = Vsk - Rs isk (3.39)
Equation (3.38) with fk given in (3.39) will provide the periodic particular solution
to Ask. The homogeneous solution is an oscillation at the frequency We which is not excited by
any of the fundamental or harmonic frequencies of the load torque or fk. This allows us to
ignore the homogeneous solution in the remainder of the method. If the periodic nature of the
induction motor response had not been exploited via the synchronous averaging/ comb filtering
procedure described in Section 2.2, the noise present at every frequency in the sampled data
would excite the homogeneous solution response, rendering this inversion procedure
unworkable.
The solution for Ask is the same as that for the original system, despite the change in
forcing function from vs and T, to equation (3.37). This is because the dynamics of equation
(3.29) are independent of and decoupled from the rest of the system if the stator currents is are
supplied, as is done here. Once the Fourier coefficients Ask are computed, it is a simple
algebraic procedure to compute the Fourier coefficients of lr and i, from equations (3.31) and
(3.32).
Ark = LarAsk - Disk (3.40)
Lm
_ LmAsk - LasArk (3.41)
rk D
After computation of equations (3.40) and (3.41), the next step is to solve equation (3.30)
for Or. Equation (3.30) is a nonlinear differential equation describing the evolution of Ar-
Because of the multiplication of the two variables &r and Ar in the time-domain expression of
(3.30), the frequency domain solution procedure involving the Fourier coefficients of the states
would necessitate a de-convolution. This is avoided by transforming all variables back to their
time-domain representations before a simple algebraic computation of wr, given in equation
(3.42).
r = 2 (+Rrr + e) (3.42)P j/Ir
At this point, all states of the induction motor have been recovered. An additional useful
quantity that can be calculated from these states is known as the motor torque, Tm. The motor
torque is the torque developed electromagnetically by the motor and it acts on the motor shaft.
Motor torque is expressed in equation (3.43).
LmP
Tm = 2D Im(,XsAr) (3.43)2D
To be self consistent with the real induction motor, or and Tm as calculated above must
be purely real. Imaginary motor shaft speed or torque is physically impossible. Equation (3.43)
constrains Tm to be purely real by definition, but no similar restriction on 0 r exists. The shaft
speed or will have an imaginary component if the measured data is not accurate because of
noisy or incorrectly calibrated sensors or the assumed parameter values used in the motor
inversion calculations do not correspond with the true parameters of the motor. Procedures were
developed to deal with these sources of inconsistency; they will be detailed in Section 3.4.2. and
3.4.3. The first source of inconsistency, parameter mismatch leading to imaginary content in
or is employed in a parameter fitting optimization loop that minimizes the imaginary content of
or to generate accurate parameter estimates. The second source of inconsistency, measurement
error and noise, can be reduced by projecting the sampled data onto a space specially constructed
from the inversion equations to force the majority of the imaginary part of W,. to zero.
For an example of the performance of the induction motor inversion technique and the
data processing methods discussed thus far, see Figure 3.9. The motor model parameters used in
the motor model inversion were found according to the methods of Section 3.4.2. The measured
speed curve was acquired a shaft encoder on one of the test compressors described in Chapter 5.
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Figure 3.9: Estimated motor shaft speed of one rotation of the motor shaft generated by the
motor model inversion equations using synchronously averaged stator current and voltage
data. Included for comparison is the output of the shaft encoder speed signal for a
representative shaft revolution within the averaging window, and the synchronously averaged
encoder speed signal for the same data window used in the inversion.
3.4.2 Technique for Finding Motor Parameters
As mentioned above, the parameter estimation algorithm developed in this research
mainly utilizes the information present in the imaginary part of (or to adjust the motor model
parameters. In general, the error generated by inverting the motor model with poorly known or
unknown motor model parameters is a much larger issue than error caused by noisy or mis-
calibrated sensors. Quality electric sensors for measuring voltage and current, as well as
reference sources for calibration, are easily available in the research or manufacturing
environment. Motor model parameters are more difficult to determine than ensuring accurate
sensors in practice, especially if one limits themselves to a non-intrusive paradigm. The real and
imaginary part of an estimated &r utilizing intentionally erroneous parameters is given in Figure
3.10 as motivation for the development of the non-intrusive in-situ parameter estimation
technique. Comparison of Figure 3.10 with Figure 3.11 highlights the estimation improvements
produced by the parameter estimation technique described in this section.
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Figure 3.10: The significant level of signal in the imaginary part of the estimated shaft speed
results from using motor parameters that were given ±20% error (chosen randomly) compared
to their estimated.
Standard parameter estimation procedures such as the locked rotor test, the un-loaded
test, or dynamometer testing to determine a torque speed curve are not possible without at
minimum removing the induction motor from the machine it is attached to. Even if motor
manufacturers were persuaded to provide the fifth order dynamic motor model parameters for
their motors, the truth is that some parameters like the stator and rotor resistances vary over time
as functions of temperature. The method of motor parameter determination developed for this
research solves all these problems by fitting the motor model parameters with the induction
motor in place under normal operation. The steps involved use purely electric measurements,
and the computation effort required is of the same order as the effort required for the majority of
the steps of the fault detection method. Hence, the estimation of motor parameters is treated as
just another step in the overall motor model inversion.
The key feature of the parameter estimation algorithm is the self-consistency check
involving the imaginary part of wr. A self-consistency check involving or is not unique to the
choice of motor model expression in the complex variables of definitions (3.24) through (3.28).
If one chooses to use the real-valued but notationally cumbersome motor model equations (3.7)
through (3.10), the inversion equations become more complex but are still solvable with similar
frequency domain methods. However, the choice of algebraically solving equation (3.9) or
(3.10) to determine wr is arbitrary. Errors in the motor parameters used or noise in the sampling
of voltages and currents result in differing values of obr, depending on which equation was
chosen. The consistency check in this case is that the values of or are identical irrespective of
which equation is chosen to solve for )r.
Employing a packaged nonlinear minimization algorithm to simply minimize the
magnitude of the imaginary part of or by adjusting the motor model parameters will not result in
a good estimate of the true parameters. This is because the solver will tend to set all parameters
to zero, resulting in a zero real part of tr as well. The true mean speed of the induction motor
must be used to penalize the minimizer's tendency to zero every parameter. Fortunately, the true
mean speed of the induction motor is present in the current data via the rotor slot harmonic
discussed in Section 3.3.1.1. The question then becomes how to combine these two
minimization objectives with the right weighting to achieve acceptable parameter estimates.
Recall that the minimization function chosen for this task, described in Section 2.1.2, is
constructed to receive the vector output of a user supplied error function. The length of this
vector was set to contain a full rotation of the motor shaft to utilize all data available in the
imaginary part of the estimated ar. It was found that an error vector e of the form of equation
(3.44) gave good results. The Im(-) operator is the standard imaginary part operator. It creates a
real valued vector consisting of the imaginary parts of 'Or-
e = Ilm(' r)I + A(r (3.44)
The scalar Awr, defined according to equation (3.45), is added to every element of this vector to
account for the second minimization objective of matching the estimated speed's mean with the
mean motor speed. The quantity N is the number of elements in the vector, and or,avg is the true
average motor speed determined from the RSH.
=mean(r) 
- UOr,avgl (3.45)
Additional refinements include standard nonlinear minimization tricks of scaling the
parameters to have equal magnitude in the objective function space explored by the minimizer
and employing appropriate bounds on the parameter space. Due to the complex nature of the
error function, no effort was made to analytically define the required derivatives of the error
function with respect to the parameters for this minimization. Instead, the parameter sensitivity
derivatives are automatically computed with a finite differencing scheme. The scaling of the
parameters, so that they have equal magnitude in the search space, helps ensure that the finite
differencing scheme produces accurate results.
For estimating the bounds of the parameters, name plate information or simple ohm meter
measurements can give a good guess of stator resistance Rs. The rotor resistance Rr will have
the same order of magnitude value as R5, and is usually smaller if the machine is a squirrel cage
machine. A simple back of the envelope calculation using the rms value of voltage and current
while the motor is running can generate an estimate for the mutual motor inductance Lm accurate
enough to set acceptable bounds of the parameter search space. The values of Las and Lar are
always some small amount larger than Lm, and can be assumed to be equal to each other. The
motor involved in this research was first characterized by using a variety of standard tests, and
the resulting parameter values were halved and doubled to form the lower and upper bounds,
respectively, for the parameter search space. The minimized imaginary part of 'r and the
corresponding real part can be seen in Figure 3.11 after the motor parameters have been
estimated with the fitting procedure.
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Figure 3.11: The significantly reduced magnitude and more random signal in the imaginary part
of the shaft speed estimate is evidence that the parameters generated by the estimation
procedure are nearly optimal.
To check the accuracy of the estimated parameters a dynamic motor simulation is
conducted to generate simulated stator currents for comparison to the measured stator currents.
The simulated motor is driven by the synchronously averaged measured voltage, and its shaft
speed is set to match the estimated >, generated after the minimizer has reached convergence.
This simulation is possible despite lack of knowledge of initial conditions because of the periodic
response properties of the induction motor model. The dynamic simulation is executed for
sufficiently many shaft rotation periods to ensure startup transients have disappeared, and the
stator current signals generated by the simulation's last period are plotted in comparison to the
measured stator current.
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Figure 3.12: The close match between the simulated D axis stator current using the estimated
parameters and the measured D axis stator current gives further confidence in the fitted
parameters.
There should be good agreement between simulated stator current using the estimated
motor model parameters and the measured stator current before the set of parameters generated
by the minimizer are accepted for further use. In the author's experience, bad agreement
between these signals is often a result of the data being recorded while the machine was not
sufficiently steady-state over the time span of the synchronous time-domain averaging steps
described in Section 0. Figure 3.12 and Figure 3.13 show the stator current comparison for the D
and Q axis currents, respectively.
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Figure 3.13: The close match between the simulated Q axis stator current using the estimated
parameters and the measured Q axis stator current gives further confidence in the fitted
parameters.
3.4.3 Null Space Projection Technique
The null space projection technique is based on the assumption that the parameters of the
motor model are accurate, and that the only inconsistencies that create the imaginary part of
Wr are noise or inaccurate sampling of the voltage and current data comprising equation (3.37).
This technique is further predicated on the assumption that the sampled voltage and current
signals that were recorded are close to the true voltage and current signals that are consistent
with the parameter values being employed in the inversion procedure. The key insight behind
this procedure is that a majority of operations in the inversion procedure (equations (3.38)
through (3.42)) are linear operations on the input data in equation (3.37), including the Fourier
transform operation. This collection of linear operations can be represented by a matrix
multiplication that produces the intermediate result in the numerator of equation (3.42):
(Ar + Rrir). This quantity is subsequently divided byj. If the real part of this quantity was
made to be zero, a large part of the imaginary part of the resulting (or would disappear. For
convenience the quantity d is defined by equation (3.46).
d = Ar + Rrir (3.46)
The matrix multiplication that forms a from the input data is given in (3.47).
d = Ak (3.47)
The variable ? is a vector of input data defined in (3.48).
Re(vS) 1
z= Re(i) E R4Nx1 (3.48)
JIm(vS)jIIm(is)]
The requirement that wr be purely real means that it has to have zero imaginary phase-
angle at any point. The addition of the real-valued parameter weand the multiplication by the
2
real-valued quantity - do not affect the phase of tor. However, division by Ar in (3.42) does
affect the phase of the resulting ar. Thus, if wr is required to be purely real, one must ensure
that each element of d, after division by the corresponding element of Ar, is purely imaginary.
This can be achieved by pre-adjusting the phase of each row of the matrix A in equation (3.47) to
counter the effect the element-wise division by Ar has on each element of U. It turns out that for
accurate parameter values estimated according to Section 3.4.2, the phases of the elements of Ar
are insensitive to measurement noise. Thus, the pre-multiplication of each row of A by the
quantity e-i'r, where <, is the phase angle of each element of Ar depending on the row, is
straightforward using a Ar generated by uncorrected input data. The resulting matrix is denoted
as R. Our constraint is now given by equation (3.49).
Re(R;) = 0 (3.49)
The Re(-) operation can be expressed algebraically using the expansion given below.
1
0 = Re (R;) =-(R ?+ R*V) (3.50)2
The (-)* operation denotes the element-wise complex conjugate. Since the complex conjugate of
a complex number simply involves changing the sign of the imaginary part, the element-wise
conjugation of z can be accomplished by changing the sign of the last 2N columns of R, creating
a new matrix E as shown in equation (3.51).
R** = Ek (3.51)
Using this result a final matrix C can be formed as given in (3.52).
1
-(RY + Ez) = CY = 0 (3.52)2
With this expression it becomes clear that for our constraint to be satisfied, k must exist
in the null space of the matrix C. In practice this will not be true due to noise, measurement
error, and parameter inconsistencies. The null space projection's key operation is to force the
sampled data to satisfy the constraint posed in equation (3.52) by projecting the sampled data
into this null space. This is done in equations (3.53) and (3.54) by forming an orthogonal basis
for the null space of C and projecting i onto that space.
M = null(C) (3.53)
5C- = MMT (3.54)
The resulting modified data vector 2 will result in a near purely real w. when used in the
motor model inversion equations. The data in 5 may be interpreted in exactly the same way as
that in Z as given in definition (3.48).
3.5 Conclusion
The necessary mathematical development was presented to enable reconstruction of
induction motor shaft speed and torque using non-intrusive electrical measurements. The
measurements are first transformed to a rotating reference frame that accounts for the natural
variations in utility frequency. A nearly steady-state region of the data is found using the RSH.
These nearly-steady state measurements are averaged in a constant phase space to account for
slight variations in compressor conditions that prevent a true steady-state from ever being
achieved. Once averaged, a minimization procedure finds the induction motor model parameters
of the motor used to generate the data. These parameters are then utilized in the model inversion
procedure to calculate motor shaft speed and torque. The parameter fitting procedure produces
accurate parameter estimates completely non-intrusively. This is a major advance over standard
parameter estimation algorithms. The value of shaft speed and torque as indicators of
mechanical phenomena within the compressor will be covered in the following chapters. In the
remainder of this thesis the motor shaft speed, co, is also referred to with the notation 6, where 6
is the angle of the compressor crank shaft. This is because the crank shaft is rigidly linked to the
rotor of the induction motor.
Chapter 4: The Reciprocating Compressor and the Mechanical
Domain
This chapter covers the mechanical domain of the non-intrusive fault detection scheme.
The reciprocating compressor is a complicated system, involving interconnected
electromagnetic, kinematic, and thermal fluid phenomena. The fault detection algorithm deals
with the complexity of the system by dividing the problem into two domains. Chapter 3
describes the steps of the fault detection algorithm that pertain to the first domain, consisting of
the induction motor and its dynamics. This chapter describes how the fault detection algorithm
treats the second domain of the system; the dynamics of the slider crank (reciprocating)
mechanism gas flow.
This chapter begins with a description of the mechanics of the reciprocating compressor
and follows with a section on the gas compression model assumed in the work. After this the
chapter describes how the motor shaft speed and torque signals can be further processed to
generate a signal called the load torque signal. How to obtain the motor shaft speed and torque
signals non-intrusively was previously described in Chapter 3. The load torque signal is the
primary signal utilized for fault detection due to its sensitivity to mechanical loads and faults in
the compressor. Other fault sensitive quantities such as mechanical power consumption by the
reciprocating mechanism, compressor shaft speed and the associated volumetric flow rate are
also easily recovered from the procedures described in this chapter.
The remainder of the chapter details how to recover estimates of the suction and
discharge pressures in the compressor cylinders from the load torque, assuming the valves in the
compressor are healthy. The healthy valve assumption can be verified from the load torque
curve and the procedure for doing this is described in Chapter 5. The suction and discharge
pressures in the compressor cylinders are closely related to the compressor's overall suction and
discharge pressures, and are, in turn, related to the two phase saturation conditions in the heat
exchangers of the overall system.
4.1 Compressor Description
Two Copeland Corporation KAMA-007A-TAC-800 model compressors were used in
this research. The compressors are offered for service with R-22 refrigerant in a low temperature
refrigeration application (-40 to -25 F evaporator temperature), or with R-12 refrigerant for
medium (0-20 F) to high (20-45) temperature refrigeration applications. The unit is not
optimized for air conditioning applications that nominally involve evaporator temperatures of
40+ F. Data gathering and experiments were conducted with the two compressors to develop
and validate the fault detection algorithm. The compressor has a semi-hermetically sealed
vertical cylinder design with two pistons linked 180 degrees apart on the crank shaft. The
compressor is powered by a three-phase induction motor directly connected to a 208 volt electric
service. The crank shaft is keyed directly to the rotor of this induction motor.
4.2 Kinematics and Dynamics of the Slider Crank Mechanism
The reciprocating compressor design employs a slider crank mechanism which converts
rotary motion of the crankshaft into linear motion of the pistons. This linear motion compresses
refrigerant through positive displacement of the refrigerant gas. The kinematics and dynamics of
the rigid slider crank mechanism will be reviewed in this section following the development in
[30]. Two prerequisites are necessary before the kinetic energy of the slider crank mechanism
can be stated. The first prerequisite is the expression of the geometric relation between
mechanism coordinates and the definition of a number of velocity ratios for these coordinates.
The second prerequisite is a discussion of the concept of the dynamically equivalent link which
allows for simplification in the expression of the kinetic energy of the connecting rod.
The equations in this section describe a single slider crank mechanism. Multiple slider
crank mechanisms on the same crank shaft are simply treated by defining a family of crank
angles 8, that are referenced to a master crank angle with the appropriate offset. A large number
of mass, rotational inertia, and length parameters are required to fully describe the mechanism.
These parameters are defined in Table 4.1. Very few of these parameters are easily determined
from standard compressor documentation. For this research a combination of direct
measurement through compressor disassembly and parameter fitting was employed to identify
these parameters.
Figure 4.1, contains a diagram of the slider crank mechanism. The discussion below
covers the full detail of the rigid body slider crank mechanism and develops the equation of
motion for the mechanism and expressions for the forces acting on the mechanism.
r = length of OA crank "arm" L = length AB of connecting rod
a = length AG to mass center G of connecting rod b = L-a
c = length OC to mass center crank cam A = L/r
6= crank angle < = connecting rod angle
Jo= rotational inertia of crank shaft M2= mass of connecting rod
m 3 = mass of piston s = length of OB; coordinate of piston pin
Table 4.1: Parameter definitions for slider crank mechanism.
PFigure 4.1: Diagram of the slider crank mechanism. The crankshaft rotates around point 0, and
the connecting rod extends from point A to point B at the piston pin. The direction of the
piston pressure force P is shown.
4.2.1 Coordinate Relations and Velocity Ratios
The slider crank mechanism is a one degree of freedom planar machine [30]. The three
coordinates 6, #, and s are all interrelated, with the crank angle 6 being the free coordinate. The
expressions of # and s as functions of 6 are given in equations (4.1) and (4.2).
# = sin-1 (A sin 6) (4.1)
s = r cos + cosp/ (4.2)
Efficient expression of later formulas is helped by defining k, and k, below. Equation
(4.3) defines k, the ratio of velocities between the connecting rod angle and the crank angle,
and (4.4) defines ks, the ratio of velocities between the piston pin coordinate and the crank angle:
cp _ cos (43)
6 Cosp
ks 3 = -r (sin6+ -k sin4 (4.4)
For calculation of centripetal forces, two further parameters are useful to define. Equation (4.5)
gives the definition of k',', the change in the parameter kpwith respect to the crank angle, and
(4.6) defines k', the change in the k, parameter with respect to the crank angle:
dko sin 0
k' - -A P + kP tanp (4.5)d6 cos p
dk _ 1 1k' ds = r Cos 0 + 1kp sin P + k c 4 (4.6)
4.2.2 Dynamically Equivalent Links
The solid body rotation of the crank shaft and the one-dimensional linear motion of the
piston are simple to describe in comparison to the complicated motion of the connecting rod.
Referring to Figure 4.1, point A of the connecting rod rotates around the crank shaft while point
B simultaneously translates in the vertical direction. A tool that allows for simplified expression
of the kinetic energy associated with the motion of the connecting rod is the concept of the
dynamically equivalent link. The substitution of a dynamically equivalent link is especially
suitable for symmetric connecting rods, such as the one under consideration. The following
describes dynamically equivalent links as the final prerequisite before the kinetic energy of the
slider crank mechanism can be expressed in Section 4.2.3.
A dynamically equivalent link is a link that has the same mass, centroidal location, and
rotational moment of inertia as the original link. A link that is dynamically equivalent to the
connecting rod can be thought of as two point masses located at the respective end points of the
link (mA and mB in this case), connected by a rigid mass-less rod, and a ring of zero mass but
finite moment of inertia (JAB) located along this rod. The expression for these parameters in
terms of the mass and rotational inertia of the connecting rod is given below, where
parameters a, b, and L, are defined in Table 4.1.
b a
mA - m 2 - mB M 2 ~ JAB JG - m 2ab (4.7)
The kinetic energy of the connecting rod about its mass center is given in equation (4.8),
where VG is the velocity of the mass center of the link, J2is the rotational inertia of the link, and
< is the angular velocity of the link.
T = M2V2 +J ($2 (4.8)
2 12
The expression for VG in terms of the motion of the link endpoints and angular velocity is given
in equation (4.9).
2 b 2a
vG 0v2+vB-a (4.9)
The dynamically equivalent link allows simplified expression of the kinetic energy of the
connecting rod in comparison to the requirement to calculate the complicated motion of the
link's mass center in the expressions above. If the motions of the two end points (vA and VB) and
the angular velocity of the link (#) are known, the kinetic energy of the dynamically equivalent
link is given in equation (4.10).
T =-(mBv2 + mAy + JAB2) (4.10)
Further notational simplification is attained by defining the generalized inertia parameter JAB,
shown (4.11).
JAB = mB +MA 2 + JABkp2 (4.11)
The final expression for the kinetic energy of the connecting rod using the dynamically
equivalent link is given in equation (4.12).
1 
* 
(
T = -3AB 2 (4.12)2
4.2.3 Kinetic Energies and Forces of Slider Crank Mechanism
The kinetic energy of the slider crank mechanism consists of the sum of the kinetic
energies of the crank shaft (T1), the connecting rod (T2), and the piston (T3) [30]. The kinetic
energy of the crank shaft is defined in equation (4.13).
1 .
2 (4.13)
Equation (4.14) defines the kinetic energy of the connecting rod and uses the JAB defined in
equation (4.11) with vA = rO and VB =-
1 .
T2 = -JAB 02 (4.14)
Equation (4.15) gives the kinetic energy of the piston.
T3 = 2m35
The total kinetic energy T = T1 + T2 + T3 is given in equation (4.16),
T = o + mAr)+ (m3+ mB) 2 ) JAB( 2]
A generalized inertia for the entire mechanism can be defined according to (4.17).
Jo + mAr + (N 3 + mB)ks + JABk
(4.15)
(4.16)
(4.17)
This generalized inertia allows for simple expression of the total kinetic energy as in
1
T = 2 (4.18)
The generalized inertia is crank angle dependent, and a typical plot of its value as a function of
crank angle is given in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2: Typical value of the crank angle dependent generalized
piston reciprocating compressor.
inertia coefficient for a two
Because of the position dependence of 3, the equation of motion of the mechanism will contain
centripetal forces. A generalized centripetal coefficient C may also be defined according to
equation (4.19).
C -- = (M 3 + mB)kSk' + JABk 4 k'2 dO
(4.19)
The generalized centripetal coefficient is also crank angle dependent and a typical plot of its
value is given in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Typical value of the crank angle dependent centripetal coefficient for a two piston
reciprocating compressor.
The forces acting on the slider crank mechanism include gravity, friction at the joints, the
induction motor torque at the crank shaft, and the gas pressure forces acting on the piston. The
gas pressure forces are a function of the pressure difference across the piston. In most
compressors the crank case volume under the pistons is exposed to the suction gases and
therefore is the pressure in this volume is the compressor suction pressure. The pressure force
acting on the piston (P) is given in (4.20).
P = (pcyt - Ps)Ap (4.20)
The power supplied by the pressure force to the piston (F,) is given in equation (4.21).
F is negative during the compression stroke, and generally positive during the expansion stroke.
F = -iP (4.21)
The pressure force can be written as a torque providing a turning moment about the
crankshaft (ry) with the use of the velocity ratio ks, shown below in (4.22).
T,= - (SP -ksP (4.22)
The driving torque on the compressor crank shaft is supplied by the induction motor. It is
simply Tm, the expression for which was given by equation (3.43) in Chapter 3. Viscous friction
is assumed to be present at each joint; 0, A, B, and piston cylinder sliding surface denoted as S.
The resisting moments at each location are given by C06, CA(6 + #), CB4, and Cs5,
respectively. The parameters Co, CA, CB , and Cs are all viscous friction constants. The
expression for the resisting torque on the crank shaft caused by the four sources of viscous
friction is shown in equation (4.23).
Tr = [Co + CA(1 + k + CBk- + Csks] (4.23)
For a vertical slider crank mechanism, gravity creates an additional torque T on the crank shaft,
which is given in equation (4.24).
Tg = g[(mic + r(mA + mB)) sin 6 + mBLkp sin <p (4.24)
A generalized force Q acting on the crank shaft can be defined that sums all component torques
as in equation (4.25).
Q = Tm -p -- Tr + Tg (4.25)
On differentiating the expression for the mechanism's kinetic energy in equation (4.18),
dividing by 6, and setting the result equal to the generalized force Q, one forms the differential
equation of motion for the slider crank mechanism in equation (4.26).
o + C$2 = Q (4.26)
If one knows the cylinder pressure Pcy, as a function of time and all parameters involved
in the terms of (4.26) one can integrate this equation along with the dynamic model of the
induction motor from some initial conditions to fully describe the major electrical and
mechanical trajectories of the compressor. However, cylinder pressure Pcy, is unknown in the
non-intrusive fault detection environment. Using the induction motor model inversion
procedures of Chapter 3, one is able to non-intrusively determine Tm and $ = tor as functions of
time for a characteristic rotation. If knowledge of the crank angle as a function of time (6(t))
were available along with the parameters of the equation of motion, enough information would
exist to solve for the pressure force on the piston P (t). However, even if P (t) was available,
determining the cylinder pressure pcyi would not be possible without an additional equation to
relate cylinder volume to pressure. This additional development is covered in the following
section
4.3 Compression and Flow Processes
This section describes the compression and flow process that govern the cylinder
pressure. Knowledge of how cylinder pressure is related to the volumes of the cylinders is
required to generate estimates of the cylinder pressures for the fault detection algorithm. For the
purposes of non-intrusive fault detection, a tradeoff between complexity and accuracy must be
made that reflects the richness of the available signals. However, to explain some of the
characteristics and limitations of the fault detection procedure a detailed description of the valve
flow process is required. The fault detection algorithm itself is unable to utilize the valve flow
modeling described here. Instead, a simplified cylinder pressure model is employed by the
algorithm, and its description is given at the end of this section.
4.3.1 Isentropic Adiabatic Compression
Isentropic adiabatic compression is a model which relates the pressure and volume of a
given quantity of gas undergoing a reversible process with no heat transfer into or out of the gas.
A reversible process is one in which no entropy is generated. This compression model assumes
ideal gas behavior. There is some basis for the validity of the isentropic adiabatic compression
assumptions for reciprocating compressors of the type utilized in the research. First, the linear
speed of the piston remains at least an order of magnitude less than the speed of sound in the
refrigerant, so production of entropy is minimized. Second, the short time duration of each given
volume of gas within a cylinder minimizes the amount of heat transfer between the cylinder
walls and the refrigerant. Ideal gas behavior is the weakest assumption, because gases behave
less like an ideal gas as their densities and pressures increase. The pressures and densities within
the compressor are many times atmospheric pressure density and pressure.
The relation between pressure and volume for isentropic adiabatic compression is given
in equation (4.27). P represents the pressure of the gas, V represents the volume of the gas, and
y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas, a quantity that is widely tabulated for many gases.
PVY = constant (4.27)
In order to utilize this relation between cylinder pressure and volume, an expression for
cylinder volume must be provided. Cylinder volume is a function of the piston coordinate s, and
is given in equation (4.28).
Vcyi = Vciear + Ap (r + L - s) (4.28)
The clearance volume Vciearis the volume of the gas remaining in the cylinder when the
piston is at its maximum height, also known as top dead center. This volume is never zero in
practice due to practical design and manufacturing constraints, and the desire to prevent contact
between the top of the piston and the cylinder head. The rate of change of the cylinder volume is
given in equation (4.29).
(4.29)
4.3.2 Dynamic Cylinder Pressure Equation and Orifice Flow
For situations in which mass flow into or out of the cylinder is occurring, the equation
governing cylinder pressure requires additional terms. The discussion below follows the
development of [31]. For an isentropic and adiabatic process, the time rate of change of cylinder
pressure is given in equation (4.30).
Pcyi = (ci - ccyl2 d - yPlcyicyi) (4.30)
Where ci = JjyRTi; the speed of sound in suction gas manifold of the compressor and ccy, =
yRTcyi; the speed of sound in the cylinder. R is the gas constant for the refrigerant, and Tj and
Tcyi represent the temperature of the refrigerant in the inlet plenum and cylinder respectively. In
equation (4.30) rhi and nd are the mass flow rates into and out of the cylinder, respectively.
They are defined below from [6].
hi = CiA1 2pIjpg - pCyil (4.31)
d = CdAd 2pcyi|Pa - Pcyi| (4.32)
The rate of mass flow equations (4.31) and (4.32) are functions of the valve opening
orifice area Ai and Adfor the inlet and discharge valves, and constant parameters C and Ca that
account for the opening geometry and the compressibility of the refrigerant. The sign of C and
Ca should be utilized to ensure all mass flow occurs from areas of higher pressure to lower
pressure. For normal operation the parameters are positive in the above equations and only
become negative in the event of backflow. The density of the refrigerant in the "upstream
region" of the inlet plenum and cylinder is represented by pi and pcy, respectively. If backflow
occurs, the identity of the "upstream region" changes and the correct refrigerant gas densities
must be used accordingly.
This research found that the data available non-intrusively is not rich enough to identify
all the thermodynamic pressure, temperature, density states of the inlet plenum, cylinder, and
discharge plenum volumes. Other geometric parameters such as valve flow areas are themselves
time varying and governed by their own dynamics involving valve stiffness, damping, pre-load,
flow area, and valve stop height to name a few. The probability of successfully identifying these
parameters from non-intrusive electrical measurements is small in the author's opinion. Thus,
further explanation of valve dynamics to define the valve flow areas will be omitted. The
detailed cylinder pressure model described above serves as a backdrop for the simplified cylinder
pressure model to be presented in Section 4.3.4. Before this section is presented, prerequisite
material on the polytropic compression model is required.
4.3.3 Polytropic Compression
The detailed treatment of valve flow processes in the previous section is not only difficult
to implement with the signals available non-intrusively, it is not necessary to obtain cylinder
pressure estimates. The weakly justified isentropic adiabatic compression model was required
for the derivation of the dynamic cylinder pressure equation (4.30). However, for the simplified
cylinder pressure model to be presented next, one no longer needs to assume isentropic adiabatic
compression. A more accurate compression model may be utilized instead.
The wide spread polytropic compression model was used in this research. Unlike
adiabatic or isothermal or other compression models that rely on idealizes processes and the
standard ideal gas law, polytrpoic compression is a one parameter model of compression that
provides much better accuracy in practice. The drawback is the requirement to estimate the
polytropic compression coefficient/ parameter for any given situation. This drawback is not
major, however, because typical bounds on the polytropic compression coefficient are available
for many gasses and situations. For this research the polytropic coefficient was fit from a
collection of measured pressure vs volume curves taken in one of the compressors during
standard operation conditions. This parameter is considered a priori knowledge for the fault
detection algorithm. The polytropic compression model is given in equation (4.33), where P is
the pressure in a given volume V, and the polytropic compression coefficient is k.
PVk = const (4.33)
4.3.4 Simplified Cylinder Pressure Model
The simplified cylinder pressure model assumes essentially that the valves are mass-less:
they open or close instantly when the pressure difference across them changes sign, and the valve
flow areas offer no resistance to refrigerant flow. For a general piston cycle beginning just after
the discharge valve has closed at top dead center, equation (4.33) is used to relate cylinder
pressure to cylinder volume as the refrigerant gas remaining in the cylinder clearance volume
expands as the piston drops. When the cylinder pressure drops below the inlet plenum pressure
the suction valve is assumed to open causing instant pressure equalization. This means that the
cylinder pressure is set equal to the inlet plenum pressure as long as the sign of Pcyi remains
positive (the piston is still traveling down). The suction valve is closed when the piston reaches
bottom dead center and changed direction. At this point equation (4.33) is again utilized for the
compression stroke until the cylinder pressure becomes greater than the discharge pressure.
Once this occurs, the discharge valve is "opened" and the cylinder pressure is set equal to the
discharge pressure so long as the cylinder volume is still decreasing (IPeyi < 0). The discharge
valve is closed when the piston reaches top dead center and the cycle repeats. Restated
mathematically, the simplified cylinder pressure model is given in (4.34), where Vmax is the
volume of the cylinder when the piston is at bottom dead center.( cerk V
Pd Veiear if Vcy > 0 and Vcyl < Vciear
1
Ps if Vcyl > 0 and Vcyi ;> Vciear
Pcyi k 1 (4.34)
Ps if Ycyi4 0 and Vcy > Vmax
Pd if Vcy, 0 and Vcyi Vmax 1j)
Pd
The simplified cylinder pressure model described in this section is justified both on its
performance merits in the fault detection algorithm, and in the fact that compressor manufactures
strive to create valves that behave in exactly the idealized matter assumed by the simplified
model. The cylinder pressure of a compressor operating in its rated working envelope and with
healthy valves will behave very closely to the matter described. As shown in Chapter 5, the non-
intrusive fault detection algorithm provides an opportunity to verify the assumption of correctly
functioning valves.
A plot of the measured cylinder pressures predicted by the simplified model overlaid on a
measured cylinder pressure signals is given in Figure 4.4. The plot was generated by minimizing
the error between the simplified cylinder pressure model and the measured cylinder pressure.
Four parameters were adjusted to minimize this error; the suction and discharge pressures
(PsI, Pd), the compressor clearance volume Vcear, and the polytropic compression coefficient k.
The nonlinear minimization algorithm described in Section 2.1.2 was employed.
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Figure 4.4: A comparison of the simplified cylinder pressure model with measured cylinder
pressure.
The true cylinder pressure behavior is more complicated than the behavior of the
simplified cylinder pressure model. The reasons for this are the complicated gas flow and valve
dynamic behavior briefly outlined in Section 4.3.2. The maximum variation in cylinder pressure
during the discharge "plateau" for Figure 4.4 approaches 20 psi. A similar range of variation
occurs for the suction region of the cylinder pressure. Because of this it is possible to define
many cylinder suction and discharge pressures based on many statistics on the suction and
discharge regions such as mean, median, weighted mean based on the effective instantaneous
torque arm for the piston, or maximum or minimum values. The definition chosen in this thesis
for the cylinder suction and discharge pressures is the best fit suction and discharge pressure
from the simplified cylinder pressure model. In the pressure estimation results section of
Chapter 5, comparison to this "best fit" suction and discharge pressures is used to rate the
performance of the cylinder pressure estimation procedure.
4.3.5 Note on Reciprocating Mechanism Parameter Estimation
The procedure to estimate cylinder pressures given in Section 4.5 requires knowledge of
Vcear and k, as well as the friction coefficients C, and C. The procedure to calculate the load
torque zr requires the mean generalized inertia 7. These parameters are considered a priori
knowledge for the fault detection algorithm. For this thesis Vciear and k were estimated using
the same procedure described above for the generation of the plot in Figure 4.4 on a number of
different data sets involving different compressor operating conditions.
The friction parameter C, and the mean generalized inertia j were then estimated for
these same data sets using a least squares procedure. The least squares equation minimizes the
error between the AC-coupled versions of the known torques; the pressure torque generated by
the simplified cylinder pressure curve and the motor torque, and the torques generated the
parameters 3 and C. The pressure force and the piston friction force are both related to torque
on the crankshaft through the same velocity ratio, k. The fitting procedure for C, and 3 uses the
pressure torque generated by the simplified pressure model, which can be seen in Figure 4.4 to
over-estimate the cylinder pressure in the suction region, and underestimate the cylinder pressure
at the beginning of the discharge plateau. This discrepancy causes an error in the pressure torque
derived from the simplified cylinder pressure model in comparison to the true cylinder pressure
torque. Because the "inertial torque" 79 was generated by the true pressure torque in the
machine, the least squares fit will attempt to minimize this error (associated with the velocity
ratio k,) by appropriately adjusting the value of C. For the parameter fits done in this thesis, the
magnitude of the error caused by the use of the simplified cylinder pressure model has
outweighed the effect of the piston friction. Because of this, the value of C, that minimizes the
least squares error is negative.
The friction parameter C0 is multiplied by the relatively constant 8 in equation (4.23) and
its effect on the motion of crankshaft can be approximated as a constant. The error introduced in
making this approximation can be seen in Figure 4.9. The AC-coupling of the known torques
largely removes the effect of the C0 parameter allowing for accurate estimates of Cs and i to be
generated. The parameter C0 is then calculated to account for the DC component of the fitting
torques.
4.4 The Load Torque Signal
This section details how one recovers an estimate of the load torque signal from the
signals available from the induction motor model inversion procedure. The torques acting on the
crank shaft include the driving torque supplied by the induction motor, the torque absorbed by
the inertia of the crank shaft, and the various load torques; caused by the pressure forces, friction,
and other effects like gravity torque and centripetal torque. The load torque signal is a composite
torque signal containing all torques acting on the crank shaft except for the shaft inertia torque
and driving torque. Because the load torque signal is so closely related to the loads and
mechanisms inside the compressor, it is treated as the primary signal of fault detection interest by
the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm.
The load torque signal is calculated from the shaft speed and motor torque signals
generated by the motor model inversion procedure described in Chapter 3. The calculation of the
load torque signal also requires accurate knowledge of the mechanical parameters of the
compressor. As discussed above, some of the main parameters of the slider crank mechanism
are crank angle dependent. One complication in calculating the load torque signal is that the
crank shaft angle, 6, is unknown. This complication requires the use of some simplifying
assumptions. The following discussion first describes and justifies the required simplifying
assumptions, and then gives the procedure to calculate the load torque curve.
4.4.1 Reciprocating Mechanism Model Simplifications
Section 4.2 described the motion of the slider crank mechanism and developed the
equation of motion of the system considering the effect of the many torques in the compressor.
However, the importance of some of the torques is minor and can be neglected. The magnitude
of these neglected minor torques are normalized against the primary motor driving torque and
presented in this section as justification. Other simplifying assumptions are forced by the fact
that the non-intrusive fault detection procedure is unable to provide knowledge of the crank shaft
angle 6. This requires that the average value of the angle dependent parameters be utilized. This
section examines the error inherent in this requirement and provides a comparison of the
magnitudes of the position dependent parameter values normalized against their average values.
The primary crank angle dependent parameter in the slider crank equation of motion
(4.26) is the generalized inertia 3. A plot of a typical 7 normalized against its mean value is
given in Figure 4.5 for one rotation of the crankshaft. This plot reveals that the generalized
inertia parameter departs by nowhere greater than five parts in a thousand from its mean value.
This small dependence of crank angle reveals that the use of the mean value of 3, denoted 3, in
the calculation of the load torque curve is not a significant source of error.
Equation (4.26) reveals that the importance of the generalized centripetal coefficient, C,
on the motion of the machine is scaled by the square of the crank shaft rotational velocity. The
mean value of C is zero, so neglecting the crank angle dependence of this parameter requires
ignoring it completely. Figure 4.6 contains a plot of a typical centripetal torque (CO2 )
normalized against a typical driving induction motor torque. In all cases the centripetal torque is
less than 10% of the driving motor torque, and in many regions is of even smaller magnitude.
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Figure 4.5: The normalized inertia plot reveals that the generalized inertia departs from its
mean value by less than five parts in a thousand at any point.
The choice to ignore the variation of 7 with crank angle also supports ignoring the
centripetal torque, because the centripetal torque arises from the crank angle dependence of J by
its definition in equation (4.19). In addition the mean squared difference between the crank
angle dependent torques: 76 + CO2 and the crank angle independent torque: j# can be reduced
through a small magnitude (approx 7% for a typical case) reduction in the value of j from its
true mean value. Since 8 is found in a parameter identification procedure based on an error
minimization technique that assumes C = 0, the best value of j is value employed.
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Figure 4.6: The centripetal torque is normalized to the mean driving torque delivered by the
induction motor. The magnitude of this torque is less that 10% of the driving torque in all
cases.
Further simplifications come from neglecting the effects of gravity (rg, equation (4.24))
in the generalized force Q. Figure 4.7 compares the value of r to the typical driving torque Te.
The magnitude of this force is very minor in comparison to the primary inertial, pressure, and
drive forces. Because the gravity torque is naturally one of the torques in the composite load
torque signal, the procedure to calculate the load torque curve is not affected by the choice to
neglect the gravity torque. The minor effect of the gravity torque is highlighted here to show that
the contents of the load torque curve are primarily indicative of the friction and pressure torque,
and therefore the load torque curve is sensitive to faults arising from the motions of the
components and refrigerant gas in the compressor.
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Figure 4.7: The torque due to gravity is plotted normalized to the driving motor torque. The
effect of gravity on the motion of the slider crank mechanism is minor.
4.4.2 Calculation of the Load Torque Curve
An expression for the load torque curve is given in equation (4.35). It is stated in terms
of known quantities and is derived from equation (4.26), the definition of Q in equation (4.25),
and the simplifications discussed in the previous section. A new torque i1 is used to define the
load on the crank shaft that absorbs the power input from the motor torque Tm-.
ri = Tm - 86 (4.35)
The quantities rm and 6 are known non-intrusively as a result of the induction motor
inversion procedure of Chapter 3. Calculation of r, from Tm and 6 requires the differentiation of
6 to obtain 6. If the filtering recommendations of Section 3.4 are observed, the resulting 6
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signal is smooth enough to permit a direct numeric differentiation through a central difference
approximation. The central difference approximation creates an estimate for the rate of change
of the signal that is most accurate between individual data points. A spline interpolation
procedure is used to re-sample the resulting 0 signal on the original time indices of the
underlying 6 signal. The load torque signal is proposed as a primary signal in the non-intrusive
fault detection scheme because it is sensitive to the mechanical features of the compressor,
including but not limited to valve health and operating pressures. Chapter 5 contains a collection
of normalized load torque curves collected under various induced valve faults to illustrate the
sensitivity of the signal. The next section describes how to obtain estimated of the cylinder
pressures from the load torque signal.
4.5 Compressor Cylinder Pressure Determination
The load torque curve ic is proposed as a primary signal for compressor fault detection in
the non intrusive environment due to its sensitivity to the mechanical condition of the
compressor. It also contains enough information to produce an estimate of the compressor
operating pressures. Unlike a simple compressor energy balances that is able to provide a rough
estimates of the pressure difference across the compressor, the cylinder pressure determination
procedure here results in an estimate for the suction and discharge pressures in the cylinder. This
information makes the compressor load torque signal useful for fault detection beyond the
compressor because the compressor operating pressures are indicative of conditions within the
heat exchangers of the larger refrigeration system in which the compressor is located.
The method requires the assumption that the compressor valves are in a healthy condition
and operating normally in order to match the recovered load torque signal with a predicted load
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torque signal generated by candidate suction and discharge pressures. The method also requires
a-prior knowledge of friction parameters to differentiate the pressure loads from the friction
loads in the load torque signal. The complication in this procedure is the unknown crank angle
of the load torque signal. The simplified cylinder pressure model assumes that the compressor
valves are functioning in an ideal fashion. Under this assumption of healthy valve behavior, the
cyclic load torque signal over one crank shaft revolution should have the property that any haft
period of the load torque signal should be nearly identical to the remaining half period
irrespective to where the division is made. Chapter 5 contains a method of determining if the
valves of the compressor are in acceptable condition. The check should be made before
attempting to generate pressure estimates from any load torque curve. The following section
describes the steps required to generate estimates of cylinder pressure from the load torque
signal. The steps of the algorithm to estimate cylinder pressure from the load torque signal are
outlined in the block diagram of
4.5.1 Preparation of the Load Torque Signal and Candidate Load Torques
The first step in the pressure is to "fold" the cyclic load torque signal. Based on the
healthy compressor valves and symmetric cylinder condition any "half' of the load torque signal
should be similar to the other half. The slight differences are assumed to be caused primarily by
noise. To "fold" the load torque signal the first half of the load torque signal is added element
wise to the second half of the signal and the result is averaged. This step serves to reduce the
noise present in the load torque signal and improves the stability of the minimization procedure
to follow. The algorithm functions by testing candidate suction and discharge pressures
generated by a nonlinear parameter estimation procedure (described in Section 2.1.2) against the
recovered load torque curve. The estimated pressures are given when the procedure terminates.
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Figure 4.8: Flow chart of the algorithm to estimate cylinder pressures from the load torque
signal.
The candidate pressures P. and Pd are tested by comparing the load torque curve they
would produce, iT, to the true load torque curve 1. The algorithm to estimate cylinder pressures
relies on the simplified cylinder pressure model described in Section 4.3.4. This model requires
knowledge of the cylinder clearance volume Vciear and the polytropic compression coefficient k.
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The model is used to generate pressure torque curves from candidate suction and discharge
pressures ^s and pd. The candidate pressure torque curves are the major component of the load
torque curve. The other major component of the load torque curve is the friction torques. The
major components of friction in this compressor are the main bearing friction (with
coefficient C0) and the sliding friction for the piston motion against the cylinder wall (with
coefficient CS). The other friction coefficients were found to have negligible influence on
pressure estimation accuracy.
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Figure 4.9: The normalized shaft speed plot shows that the typical
value is less than one percent.
deviation from the mean
The candidate load torque curve is generated assuming a constant crank shaft speed equal
to the mean value of 6. This assumption does not introduce great error as seen in Figure 4.9,
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where a typical normalized 6 is shown to not deviate from its mean value by more than one
percent at any point in a shaft rotation.
Besides the folding of the load torque described above, additional stability results from
constraining the pressure parameter search space to reasonable bounds based on the rated
specifications of the air conditioner, and constraining the discharge pressure to be higher than the
suction pressure (p3 d < Ps). Instead of providing estimating the pressures directly, the algorithm
actually estimates a suction pressure 3, and a pressure difference pdiff, where pAdiff = p -
Ps > 0. After the candidate load torque (i) is generated it must be differenced with the true
load torque (TI) to generate an error for the minimization function. The error will only be
meaningful if the two cyclic torques are differenced with the correct crank angle. Since the
crank angle 6 of the true load torque is unknown, a procedure to correct for this must be
employed. This is the subject of the next section.
4.5.2 Minimization with Periodic Cross Correlation
The nonlinear minimization procedure attempts to minimize the difference between the
recovered load torque signal and the candidate load torque signal as generated by the simplified
model of the compressor. The crank angle of the candidate load torque signal is known from the
simplified compressor model, but the crank angle of the recovered load torque signal is
unknown. A meaningful difference between the two periodic signals cannot be generated
without aligning the two signals to a common crank angle before element-wise subtraction. The
problem of unknown crank angle of the recovered load torque signal is solved by using a
periodic cross correlation procedure. The point of maximum correlation between the candidate
load torque signal (fT) and the true load torque signal (TI) is found from the results of the cross
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correlation. The candidate load torque signal is then circularly shifted to bring this point of
maximum correlation to the beginning of the periodic cross correlation record. Equation (4.36)
gives a computationally efficient algorithm for calculating the periodic cross correlation X,
between two equal length vector data sets A and B . The symbol x is element wise
multiplication, * is element wise conjugation, and the operator F[-] is the discrete Fourier
transform.
Xc = F F[A] x F[B]*] (4.36)
Employing the periodic cross correlation and shift procedure solves the problem of
unknown crank angle for the comparison of i1 with T1 . The two curves are differenced and the
resulting error is sent to the nonlinear minimization algorithm. Corrections to the candidate ^PS
and pd are made based on this error information and the cycle repeats until termination. Results
showing the pressure estimation accuracy of this procedure are given in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5: Experimental Results and Procedure
This thesis presents a method for non-intrusive fault detection of reciprocating
compressors. The method is considered non-intrusive because it relies only on electrical
measurements provided by voltage and current sensors installed on the power line serving the
compressor. Development and validation of the fault detection method required that many
measurements be collected in addition to the electric measurements. Two compressor test beds
were utilized in the development of the method. Besides the voltage and current sensors required
by the fault detection algorithm, additional sensors were installed to sense quantities such as
pressure and shaft speed in the two compressor test beds. The purpose of this chapter is to
describe the compressor and sensing hardware used in the research and present of the results of
the fault detection method when applied to a compressor with known fault conditions.
This chapter consists of two main parts. The first part of this chapter covers the hardware
used in the development and validation of the fault detection method including descriptions of
the two compressor test beds and associated instrumentation and data acquisition electronics.
The second part of the chapter demonstrates the usefulness of the fault detection method in
detecting valve faults and estimating compressor cylinder pressures. Three suction valve faults
of increasing severity were induced in a test compressor and electric data was taken as per the
requirements of the fault detection method. For each case the computed load torque signal is
presented, and a scalar metric is derived that increases with fault severity. A simple threshold
test on this metric can be used to determine the existence of this fault. The final section of this
chapter presents the results of the cylinder pressure estimation procedure described in Section
4.5.
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5.1 Hardware and Instrumentation
The fault detection method handles the complexity of the reciprocating compressor
system by dividing the compressor in to two parts; the electrical domain and the mechanical
domain. Similar to the two part structure of the fault detection method, two test compressors
were used in the research, each modified and instrumented to aid in development and validation
of a different part of the fault detection method. The two test compressors were KAMA-007A-
TAC-800 model compressors from Copeland Corporation. The data acquisition hardware and
electric sensors were similar for both compressors.
The first test compressor was modified from factory condition to install a high-fidelity
2500 count US Digital HB6M shaft encoder for the purpose of measuring motor shaft speed.
The shaft speed signal was used to validate the motor shaft speed predictions generated by the
motor model inversion procedures discussed in Chapter 3. The second test compressor was
installed within an instrumented air conditioner developed by previous researchers for
investigations covered in [17, 18]. This compressor included instrumentation that directly
measures cylinder pressure with high-fidelity pressure sensors installed via a customized
compressor head plate described in [18]. Since the suction and discharge pressures in the
cylinder are not identical to the suction and discharge pressures external to the compressor, direct
measurement of cylinder pressure was important for validation of the pressure estimation
application of the fault detection method. In addition, various important parameters in the
kinematic and cylinder pressure models were fit with the aid of the cylinder pressure information
obtained by these sensors.
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5.1.1 Test Compressor with Shaft Encoder
The reciprocating compressors used in the research are semi-hermetically sealed with the
crankcase volume exposed to the suction refrigerant gases. The integrated induction motor is
also exposed to suction refrigerant. The compressor crankshaft is attached to the rotor of the
induction motor with a shaft key and a flange secured by a bolt screwed into the threaded end of
the crankshaft. In order to install a shaft encoder on this shaft, the crank case volume was
breached and a custom shaft extension was machined and installed to allow access to the rotating
shaft external to the compressor shell.
e with shaft nkshaft with
:ension.
A hole was drilled in the compressor motor side (see Figure 5.1) end plate to allow the
shaft extension to pass through the compressor shell. The shaft extension was machined from
threaded rod with male threads compatible with the pre-existing female threads in the motor end
of the crankshaft shown in Figure 5.2. This required removal of the flange constraining bolt that
previously occupied the location. A nut was screwed down the threaded rod to constrain the
flange in substitution. A section of the external region of the threaded rod was turned down on a
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lathe to a smooth shaft to allow attachment of a zero backlash spider joint shaft coupling. The
mating shaft coupling allowed for attachment of a one foot section of precision ground rod
supported between two commercial bearing blocks. The shaft encoder was installed on the
precision ground rod between the bearing blocks. A photograph of this setup is shown in Figure
5.4 with a helical shaft coupling that was later replaced with the zero backlash spider shaft
coupling. The flexible shaft coupling compensated for misalignment present in the shaft
extension, and the precision ground rod and bearing block assembly provided improved stability
for the shaft encoder. Stability of the shaft encoder mount is a requirement to ensure accurate
shaft speed measurements. Installation of the shaft extension required complete disassembly of
the compressor, and the mechanical parameters such as component weights and dimensions were
measured with standard means during the disassembly.
The permanent breach in the crankcase volume made the compressor unsuitable for
compression of refrigerant, and it also permanently exposes the suction manifold to atmosphere.
Thus, the compressor was not attached to a larger air conditioner system and the compressor was
limited to compressing air. A discharge tank with an adjustable pressure regulator was attached
to the discharge side of the system. This tank allowed for compressor operation under a user-
selectable range of discharge pressures so that tests could be performed under a range of
conditions. The non-intrusive electric sensors, described in Section 5.1.3, were installed to
monitor three-phase current and voltage consumed by the compressors during all tests.
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Figure 5.3: Test compressor with custom head Figure 5.4: Test compressor with shaft
plate containing in-cylinder pressure sensors. extension and shaft encoder for validation of
motor model "inversion" generated speed
estimates.
5.1.2 Instrumented Air Conditioner
The second test compressor was installed in an instrumented air conditioner platform
constructed for non-intrusive fault detection research by the authors of [18, 17]. The primary
focus of previous research with this platform was for the detection of liquid slugging faults via
electric power measurements. As a result, the compressor includes high-fidelity silicon strain
gauge in-cylinder pressure sensors installed via a custom machined compressor head plate visible
in Figure 5.3. Also present in this compressor are suction and discharge pressure sensors
installed on the suction and discharge refrigerant lines. The pressure sensor specifications are
given in Table 5.1. The pressure sensing range of the in-cylinder pressure sensors was selected
to accommodate liquid slugging pressure transients which are an order of magnitude larger than
the expected pressure range of the cylinder under normal operation.
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Sensor Range Model Number
Suction Pressure 0-250psia MSP-300-250-P-5-N-1
Discharge Pressure 0-500psia MSP-300-500-P-5-N-1
Front Cylinder Pressure 0-2000psia Kulite XT-190-2000A
Rear Cylinder Pressure 0-2000psia Kulite XT-190-2000A
Table 5.1: Pressure sensor specifications for second test compressor.
5.1.3 Electrical Sensors and Data Acquisition
All signals were sampled and recorded with a Labjack UE9 data acquisition card. The
various pressure sensors and their interface electronics were configured to supply signals of 0-5
volts to the data acquisition card. The current and voltage sensors, whose properties are given in
Table 5.2, were configured to output ±5 volt signals to the Labjack. These signals were sampled
and digitized with the Labjack's 12 bit multi channel analog to digital converter. Most
experiments were conducted at an 8 khz sampling rate for all channels, and the data was
streamed to a computer for storage in a data file.
Sampling of the shaft encoder was done by dividing the encoder digital pulse output
signal with six stages of a binary counter chip. The effective reduction in counts per revolution
of the encoder was a factor of 32. The reduction was necessary to allow for acceptable sensing
resolution given the 8 khz sampling rate of the data acquisition card. The Labjack's digital input
duty cycle timer mode was employed along with the Labjack's internal 48 MHz clock to track
the number of internal clock cycles between the two previous rising or falling edges of the pulse
stream. When polled the contents of the registers containing these numbers were written to the
data stream alongside the data from the other sensors and sent to the computer. The two shaft
encoder data channels were then averaged and converted into a high-fidelity signal of the
measured shaft speed.
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Figure 5.5 shows the pressure and shaft encoder interface electronics and the data
acquisition card for the first test compressor. The same hardware was used for tests involving
the second test compressor. Figure 5.6 shows a view inside the current sensor box installed on
the power line to the second test compressor.
Figure 5.5: Sensor interface and data Figure 5.6: Current sensors installed on the
acquisition electronics featuring the Labjack power line to the compressor.
UE9 at center bottom.
Sensor Type Range Number Bandwidth
LV 25-P Voltage ±500 V 3 20 kHz
LA 55-P Current ±70 A 3 200 kHz
Table 5.2: Properties of the sensors used to record the electric signals necessary for the non-
intrusive fault detection algorithm.
5.2 Effects of Valve Damage on Recovered Load Torque Curve
Correct operation of a compressor's valves is important for efficient functioning of the
compressor. The spectrum of valve damage severity is large and, in some cases, can be
extremely hard to notice. Common reasons for valve damage include attempted compression of
an incompressible liquid such as condensed refrigerant or oil or interaction with solid debris.
Solid debris in the refrigeration loop (that has been cited as the cause of valve damage) is usually
composed of slivers of metal left over from manufacture or installation of system [32]. Damaged
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valves do not effectively seal the cylinder from the suction or discharge manifolds. The
undesired flow of refrigerant through these leaks represents a loss of volumetric efficiency for
the compressor [2]. As a soft fault resulting in degraded compressor efficiency, minor leaks
caused by valve faults are an important target for detection in any fault detection method.
Previous compressor fault detection studies have simulated valve faults by installation of
a refrigerant bypass path between the suction and discharge sides of the compressor. A valve is
installed on this line and the flow area is varied to simulate various valve faults [15, 16, 2]. The
compressors used in this research have reed-type suction and discharge valves. [32] studied the
failure mechanisms of reed valves in refrigeration compressors and gave photographs of failed
reed valves. These photographs were used as a guide to intentionally damage suction reeds in a
functionally similar manner. In this thesis, valve faults were simulated directly by drilling holes
of various sizes in a number of suction reeds and installing the reeds in the suction valve
assembly of the compressor. The valve fault tests were conducted on the compressor installed in
the instrumented air conditioner previously described. After each valve installation, the system
was re-charged with refrigerant and allowed to run for approximately 5-10 minutes before a one
minute period of voltage and current data was recorded for processing by the fault detection
method. Cylinder pressure measurements were also taken to assess the severity of the leak on
the cylinder pressure.
The four tested conditions corresponded to a fault free baseline and three faulty suction
reeds of increasing fault severity. The fault severity level is measured by the area of the hole
drilled in the suction reed. These holes were drilled in the region of the reed that seals the
cylinder from the suction manifold of the compressor. Photographs of the "damaged" suction
reeds are shown in Figure 5.7. The hole size designations correspond with the standard drill bit
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sizing scheme. The reeds were installed in the compressor valve assembly shown in Figure 5.8
and Figure 5.9.
Figure 5.7: Suction reeds from right to left: baseline, size 60 drill bit hole, size 54 drill bit hole,
size 5/64 inch drill bit hole.
Figure 5.8: Suction reeds installed in
compressor without valve plate.
Figure 5.9: Suction reeds installed in
compressor with valve plate.
The output of the fault detection method most sensitive to valve faults and other
mechanical faults within the compressor is the load torque curve. Recall that the load torque
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signal is periodic and that positive torques accelerate the crankshaft. The normalized load torque
curves for the four valve fault conditions are shown in Figure 5.10. In these figures, the load
torque curves have been split into two regions corresponding to the areas between the two
primary maxima. It is known from the compressor kinematic equations that the primary maxima
of the load torque curve corresponds roughly with the position of top dead center or bottom dead
center of the pistons. The expansion and suction stroke of a piston has minimal contribution to
the load torque curve in comparison to the other piston that is simultaneously going through the
compression and discharge portion of its cycle. Thus, each region of the load torque curve can
be associated to a particular piston. In Figure 5.10, the two regions of the load torque curve are
plotted superimposed on each other. Figure 5.11 contains the superimposed cylinder pressure
signals for each cylinder (one healthy, one with a valve fault) to make the effect of the suction
valve leaks on cylinder pressure readily apparent.
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Figure 5.10: Normalized load torque signals. Fault free case is top left. Fault severity increases
from right to left, top to bottom.
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Figure 5.11: Cylinder pressure measurements illustrate the effect of the suction reed valve fault
on the pressure signals in each cylinder. The blue trace is fault free in all cases; the green trace
is the faulty cylinder if present. Variations in the magnitude of the pressure signatures between
the baseline case and the fault cases were likely caused by different levels of refrigerant charge
in the system as well as the decrease in efficiency of the compressor caused by the valve leak.
Referencing Figure 5.10, the two regions of the load torque curve are expected to appear
similar to each other if the valves and other components of each cylinder are operating in
identical (healthy) condition. This is true for the top left plot of Figure 5.10, which represents
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Cylinder Pressure Size 60 Hole
the baseline case. For the fault cases this is not true, and the degree of dissimilarity increases
with the severity of the fault. A scalar metric that easily captures the dissimilarity between the
load torque regions associated with each piston is the difference in area enclosed by each curve.
Table 5.3 contains this metric for each fault case. Only suction valve faults were tested due to
the ease of replacement of the suction reeds. The fault detection method should be sensitive to
discharge valve faults and other leaks, such as gasket or seal leaks, using an identical procedure.
A necessary assumption for this procedure is that the fault affects one cylinder to a greater
degree than the other cylinder.
Suction Valve Hole Area Normalized Area (Severity) Fault Detection Metric
Baseline (no hole) 0 0.74
0.811 mm2  0.014 5.46
1.533 mm2  0.025 8.66
3.093 mm2  0.052 11.92
Table 5.3: Presentation of the fault detection metric for various suction reed fault severity
levels measured by hole area. The area is normalized to the maximum flow area through the
valve in normal operation, which is estimated to be 60 mm2
5.3 Compressor Pressure Determination Results
The load torque signal is sensitive to the loads on the crankshaft of the compressor. The
primary load on the compressor crankshaft is the torque going into compression of the
refrigerant. Because of this, it is possible to recover estimates of the suction and discharge
pressures in the cylinder from the load torque curve. The algorithm to do this assumes that the
valves in the compressor are fault free and there are no other leaks in the cylinders. This
requirement can be verified via the simple test on the load torque curve described in the previous
section. The algorithm to generate cylinder pressure estimates was discussed in detail in Section
4.5.
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A range of suction and discharge pressure conditions were generated in the instrumented
air conditioner for testing of the pressure estimation algorithm. The various suction and
discharge pressure conditions were created by immersing the temperature sensing bulb of the
unit's thermal expansion valve (TXV) in a temperature controlled recalculating water bath. The
temperature of the bath was varied in 3C steps from 5'C to 23'C. At each temperature level the
unit was operated for approximately 30 minutes to come to steady-state and allow the bath
temperature to stabilize. Then a 30 second duration data set of electrical measurements was
recorded, along with pressure measurements for validation. The electrical measurements were
processed by the fault detection algorithm to generate the load torque signal. The load torque
signal was then input to the pressure estimation algorithm to generate estimates of the cylinder
suction and discharge pressures. Table 5.4 contains the estimated cylinder suction and discharge
pressure results from the algorithm described in Section 4.5. The table also compares these
estimates with some of the cylinder suction and discharge pressure definitions as discussed in
Section 4.3.4. The comparative information in Table 5.4, Figure 5.12, and Figure 5.13 was
generated from the validating cylinder pressure measurements. The variation in test suction
pressure conditions was greater than the variation in discharge pressures because the thermal
expansion valve governs the conditions in the evaporator directly.
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Bulb Estimated Cylinder "Best Fit" Cylinder Range Maximum Range Minimum
Temp Pressures (psi) Pressures (psi) (psi) (psi)
Suction Discharge Suction Discharge Suction Discharge Suction Discharge
5*C 37.4 193.4 37.2 198.7 41.5 211.3 30.1 191.3
80C 41.4 196.7 41.0 201.4 42.3 213.2 33.2 194.7
110C 44.4 204.4 44.2 202.4 48.9 213.6 36.1 196.2
140C 47.1 206.5 48.0 202.9 52.7 213.1 39.2 197.7
170C 49.8 204.2 50.4 203.9 55.6 214.2 41.5 198.3
200C 51.6 203.6 52.7 204.3 57.4 214.6 43.3 197.4
230C 54.0 204.2 54.1 204.9 59.0 216.1 44.2 197.1
Table 5.4: Results of the cylinder pressure estimation algorithm presented with various
definition of cylinder suction and discharge pressures.
A visual presentation of the data in Table 5.4 is given in the following figures.
Cylinder Suction Pressure Estimation Results
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Figure 5.12: Results of cylinder suction pressure estimation for seven different cylinder pressure
conditions generated by changing the temperature of the TXV's sense bulb.
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Figure 5.13: Results of cylinder discharge pressure estimation for seven different cylinder
pressure conditions generated by changing the temperature of the TXV's sense bulb.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Future Work
This thesis presented a non-intrusive fault detection method for reciprocating
compressors. The analytical tools developed have applications in many areas of fault detection
beyond the reciprocating compressor. Almost any machine driven by a three-phase induction
motor processing a periodic load is a valid candidate for application of the methods presented
here. Opportunities also exist for investigating the contracting nature of other electric motor
designs, such as the synchronous motor or the brushless DC motor. If these motor designs
satisfy the requirements for the synchronous time-domain averaging of their outputs, no
obstacles should exist that prevent application of the fault detection methods presented in this
thesis to machines driven by these other kinds of electric motors.
In the HVAC field, more work should be done to extend non-intrusive fault detection
capabilities. Future should also include development of more capable algorithms to improve the
cylinder pressure estimation procedure. The trained radial basis function network used to
reconstruct full cylinder pressure signals in diesel engines from shaft speed measurements as
outlined in [12, 13] appears to be a promising approach. The ability to recover estimates of the
cylinder pressure signals instead of scalar suction and discharge pressure estimates could yield
even more fault sensitive information.
Previous researchers [15, 16] have suggested that the signature of refrigerant leaks in
overall compressor power consumption data could be reliably detected and distinguished non-
intrusively if there was some way to normalize compressor power measurements with system
operating conditions. Suction and discharge pressures were cited as a possible candidate for the
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required normalizing information. Refrigerant leaks are an extremely prevalent "soft" fault that
is responsible for much energy loss through long term system operation in undercharged
condition [3]. In addition equipment life spans are reduced and, depending on the type of
refrigerant, environmental damage may also occur [3]. The non-intrusive estimates of
compressor cylinder suction and discharge pressures presented in this thesis may satisfy the
requirement for normalizing information proposed by the authors of [15, 16], and allow for the
detection of refrigerant leak or "undercharged" conditions.
6.2 Conclusions
The techniques for non-intrusive sensing and fault detection in reciprocating compressors
presented in this thesis are capable of generating a number of valuable fault-sensitive signals
from electrical measurements. The requirements are electrical measurements consisting only of
the voltage and current driving the reciprocating compressor's induction motor, and a priori
knowledge of a limited set of parameters that characterize the compressor. These parameters can
be acquired from the manufacturer, direct measurements, or experiment.
The motor model "inversion" equations are presented, the contracting nature of the
induction motor is proved, and a procedure for the successful calculation of motor torque and
speed signals from electrical measurements is given. These signals are inputs to the
reciprocating compressor equation of motion and are used to calculate the fault sensitive load
torque signal. The value of the load torque signal in fault detection of reciprocating compressors
was clearly demonstrated via the detection of valve faults. An additional application of the load
torque signal is the generation of estimates of the cylinder suction and discharge pressures.
Numerous other signals of fault detection interest are generated as consequence of the algorithms
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presented here. They include mean compressor speed and compressor power consumption of
both electrical and mechanical energy. In addition, the signals produced by the algorithms
presented here have value in determining faults within the induction motor as well as in the
reciprocating compressor.
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Appendix: Matlab Implementation of Algorithm
The code below implements the non-intrusive fault detection algorithm. The comments
in each script and function explain the purpose of the code. The first piece of code,
"DirectSolveScript.m" is a Matlab script, and is executed in a directory containing the data file
specified by the "filename" variable. This script calls all other functions necessary to process the
data file according to the methods presented in this thesis. Matlab's optimization toolbox is
required. In the code below the variable "data" contains the majority of the information passed
between functions. The calibration constants present in the code are specific to the
instrumentation and sensors used in the research. The parameter values in the code are also
specific to the compressor used in the research. All functions below are required to run
"DirectSolveScript.m" except for "Simplifiedpressuremodel-param-fit.m". This last
function generates parameter estimates required for the algorithms of Chapter 4, as discussed in
Section 4.3.5. The scripts below contain the ability to process the pressure signals collected for
validation as well as the electric signals required by the fault detection method.
DirectSolveScript.m:
%%% The primary member of the family of code to implement the methods
%%% described in the Master's Thesis: "Non-Intrusive Fault Detection
%%% in Reciprocating Compressors" by Christopher Schantz. All electrical
%%% measurements were taken with validating pressure sensor data, so the
%%% script handles the pressure data as well as the electric measurements,
%%% but does not rely on the pressure sensor data for fault detection
clear
close all
fs = 8e3; %Sampling rate [hz]
filename = 'CirculatorrunsEvapfan_low_14_c_sensebulb.dat';
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data = QuickProcessCalibNew(filename, fs);
data = variable frequencypark transform(data);
data = FindStableRegion(data);
data = electric-angle domain_average(data);
MotorParameters = fit inductionparameters_arbitrary_loadmodel 
_phase(data);
data = initial _speed inversion(data, MotorParameters);
N = length(data.Wrest);
TimeVect = 0:1/fs:(N-1)/fs;
figure
plotyy(TimeVect,real(data.Wrest), TimeVect,imag(data.Wrest))
title('Speed estimate real and imaginary parts')
pause(1)
figure
plot(TimeVect, data.Tecalc);
title('Calculated Torque')
data = Null_spaceprojection(data, Motor_Parameters);
spp = data.SPP; %%% Samples Per Rotation
midpt = floor(N/2);
midind = (midpt - ceil(spp/2)) : (midpt + floor(spp/2) + 1); %%% includes an extra point on
each side for making diff derivatives come out right.
if (length(mid_ind) - 2)~= spp
disp('Error not enough elements in midind')
return
end
data.thetadot = real(data.Wrest mod(midind));
data.motortorque = data.Temod(midind);
data.Front_psi fittingpressure = data.Front psi_phasesychronousaverage(mid_ind);
data.Rea r psi fittingpressure = data. Rear_psiphasesych ronous-average(mid_ind);
compparams = [1.1555, 1.4324e-006, 0.0039022, -8.0366, 0.006832];
%% polytropic coeficient k, V_clear, generalized inertia J, Cs, Co
PP = pressure fit7(data, compparams);
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QuickProcessCalibNew.m:
function out = QuickProcessCalibNew(fn, samplingrate)
% This function converts the output of the Labjack DAQ device into physical
% units suitable for calculation.
T = 1/sampling_rate; % sec
% Slopes and offsets calibrated with three phase power supply and
% three phase power quality meter.
Offsets = [32924.4 32919.1 33041.4...
33022.2 33017.3 33009.2];
Slopes = [0.00100071967988709 0.000994889962755219 0.00100353587627728...
0.0908832707901902 0.0901784117579811 0.0926009806084525];
Offsets2 = [50350.2 50362.4 50100.11;
Slopes2 = [-0.00100928187095905 -0.00100802469651127 -0.0010120944362701];
data = load(fn);
la = data(:,1)';
lb = data(:,2)';
Ic = data(:,3)';
Va = data(:,4)';
Vb = data(:,5)';
Vc = data(:,6)';
la = (la - Offsets2(1)) * Slopes2(1);
lb = (lb - Offsets2(2)) * Slopes2(2);
Ic = (Ic - Offsets2(3)) * Slopes2(3);
% la = (la - Offsets(1))*Slopes(1);
% lb = (lb - Offsets(2))*Slopes(2);
% Ic = (Ic - Offsets(3))*Slopes(3);
Va = (Va - Offsets(4))*Slopes(4);
Vb = (Vb - Offsets(5))*Slopes(5);
Vc = (Vc - Offsets(6))*Slopes(6);
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out.Power = Va.*Ia + Vb.*lb + Vc.*Ic;
out.Vwye = [Va' Vb' Vc'];
out.labc = [la' lb' Ic'];
out.Time = 0:T:(length(out.Power)-1)*T;
out.T =T;
out.fs = samplingrate;
intercept times = Zero Intercept Times(out.Vwye(:,1),out.Time);
difftime = intercept times(2:end)-intercepttimes(1:end-1);
out.we = pi/mean(diff time);
[out.VdqoNormal out.ldqoNormal] = ParkTransform_Equal DCLevel_New(out.Vwye,
out.labc, out.fs, out.we);
if (size(data,2) == 10)
Front = data(:,7);
Rear = data(:,8);
Discharge = data(:,9);
Suction = data(:,10);
P_gian = 1;
switch Pgian
case {1}
binary2volts_slope = 0.00007763;
binary2voltsoffset = -0.01117864;
case {2}
binary2volts_slope = 0.00003879;
binary2voltsoffset = -0.0114780;
case {4}
binary2voltsslope = 0.00001934;
binary2voltsoffset = -0.01170014;
case {8}
binary2volts_slope = 0.00000963;
binary2voltsoffset = -0.01189844;
otherwise
binary2voltsslope = 0.00015657;
binary2voltsoffset = -5.17734105;
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end
Frontvolts = Front.*binary2voltsslope + binary2volts_offset;
Rearvolts = Rear.*binary2voltsslope + binary2volts_offset;
Suctionvolts = Suction.*binary2voltsslope + binary2voltsoffset;
Discharge-volts = Discharge.*binary2voltsslope + binary2volts_offset;
%%%% Volts to Pressure Constants calibrated against low side pressure
%%%% gauge of the gauge set in lab.
Frontvolts2psislope = 232.3;
Frontvolts2psioffset = -146.7;
Rearvolts2psislope = 232.8;
Rearvolts2psioffset = -59.41;
Suctionvolts2psislope = 78.74;
Suctionvolts2psioffset = -1.79;
Dischargevolts2psislope = 157.4;
Discharge volts2psi_offset = 0.145;
out.Front_psi = Front volts* Front volts2psislope + Frontvolts2psioffset;
out.Rearpsi = Rear_volts*Rear_volts2psislope + Rear_volts2psioffset;
out.Suctionpsi = Suctionvolts*Suctionvolts2psislope + Suction_volts2psioffset;
out.Dischargepsi = Discharge volts* Dischargevolts2psi_slope + Discharge volts2psioffset;
end
out.PowerDQNormal = out.VdqoNormal(:,1).*out.ldqoNormal(:, 1) +
out.VdqoNormal(:,2). *out. ldqoNormal(:,2);
% for remainder of data
out.data = data;
end
variablefrequency-parkstransform.m:
function out = variablefrequencypark transform(data)
% This function does the rotating coordinate transformation of the
% electrical signals using a DQO transform that is power invariant and that
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% accounds for drift in the utility frequency
Vabc = data.Vwye;
labc = data.labc;
Va = Vabc(1:end,1);
fs = data.fs;
time = data.Time; %%% even time vector for whole data record
low = 55; % bounds on bandpass filter
high = 65;
wa = 2*low/fs;
wb = 2*high/fs;
n = 4000;
b = fir2(n,[0 wa-le-10 wa wb wb+le-10 1],[0 0 110 0]);
Vf = filtfilt(b,1,Va);
cuttoff = round(.75*n);
Vf_data = Vf(cuttoff:end-cuttoff); %%% truncation to avoid edge effects
cuttime = time(cuttoff:end-cuttoff); %%% real even time vector.
zi = ZeroInterceptTimes(Vf datacut_time);
dT = zi(2:end)-zi(1:end-1); %% time or period between zero intercepts
ff = 1./(2*dT); %% frequency of waveform from zero intercepts
esttimes = zi(1:end-1) + dT./2; %% points in time for the frequencies above- still referenced to
real record time
ind_start = find(time > est times(1),1); %% record index imeadiately after first entry in
estimated time
ind_end = find(time > est times(end),1) - 1; %% record index imeadiately preceding last entry in
estimated time
iind = ind_start:indend; %% index into whole data record for span of wall frequency produced
above
interptimes = time(iind); %% evenly spaced time reccord inside of weestimate times for
interpolation
weinterp = interpl(esttimesff*2*pi,interp times,'spline'); %% interpolate electric angular
speed measurements
% (given at times halfway between zero crossings) into the data record
time
th = cumtrapz(weinterp)'/fs; %% integrate electric angular speed to get electric angle
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o = 2*pi/3;
A = cos(th);
B = cos(th - o);
C = cos(th + o);
D = -sin(th);
E = -sin(th - o);
F = -sin(th + o);
IdqO = sqrt(2/3)*[(A.*Iabc(iind,1) + B.*Iabc(iind,2) + C.*Iabc(iind,3)) ...
(D.*Iabc(iind,1) + E.*Iabc(iind,2) + F.*Iabc(iind,3)) ...
(sqrt(2)/2)*(Iabc(iind,1) + labc(iind,2) + labc(iind,3))];
VdqO = sqrt(2/3)*[(A.*Vabc(iind,1) + B.*Vabc(iind,2) + C.*Vabc(iind,3)) ...
(D.*Vabc(iind,1) + E.*Vabc(iind,2) + F.*Vabc(iind,3)) ...
(sqrt(2)/2)*(Vabc(iind,1) + Vabc(iind,2) + Vabc(iind,3))];
%%% Rotation to make sure d and q axis have the same mean
Idsmean = mean(IdqO(:,1));
Iqs mean = mean(IdqO(:,2));
phi = atan2(Idsmean, Iqsmean) - pi/4;
A = cos(phi);
B = sin(phi);
out = data;
out.idqSchantz = [(A*IdqO(:,1) -B*IdqO(:,2)) (B*IdqO(:,1) + A*IdqO(:,2)) IdqO(:,3)];
out.VdqSchantz = [(A*VdqO(:,1) -B*VdqO(:,2)) (B*VdqO(:,1) + A*VdqO(:,2)) VdqO(:,3)];
out.park-transstartind = indstart;
out.park-transendind = ind_end;
out.we-interp = we_interp;
out.Powerschantz = out.VdqSchantz(:,1).*out.ldqSchantz(:,1) +
out.VdqSchantz(:,2). *out. ldqSchantz(:,2);
if isfield(data,'Front psi')
out.Front_psi = data.Front_psi(iind);
end
if isfield(data,'Front psi')
out.Rear psi = data.Rear-psi(iind);
end
if isfield(data,'Suctionpsi')
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out.Suctionpsi = data.Suctionpsi(iind);
end
if isfield(data,'Dischargepsi')
out.Dischargepsi = data.Dischargepsi(iind);
end
%%% remove content at 360 hz
wa = 2*(357)/fs;
wb = 2*(358)/fs;
wc = 2*(364)/fs;
wd = 2*(366)/fs;
n = 4000;
b = fir2(n,[0 wa wb wc wd 1],[110 0 11]);
out.ldqSchantz(:,1) = filtfilt(b,1,out.ldqSchantz(:,1));
out.ldqSchantz(:,2) = filtfilt(b,1,out.ldqSchantz(:,2));
out.ldqSchantz(:,1) = filtfilt(b,1,out.ldqSchantz(:,1));
out.ldqSchantz(:,2) = filtfilt(b,1,out.ldqSchantz(:,2));
end
FindStable...Region.m:
function out = FindStableRegion(data)
% This function allows the user to select a stable region of data in which
% the variation in mean motor speed is minimized. A region of data of at
% least 5 seconds should be selected. 10 second data regions give more
% stable results.
out = data;
tic
[speed_estimate, time] = estimatespeed from rsh(data);
toc
figure;
plot(time, speed_estimate);
title('Speed Estimate vs Time. Please select left then right bounds of the most stable few
seconds');
x = ginput(2);
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if (x(1,1) > x(2,1))
t = x(2,1);
x(2,1) = x(1,1);
x(1,1) =t;
end
low = round(x(1,1)*data.fs);
high = round(x(2,1)*data.fs);
out.indlschantz = (low:high);
out.indlraw = out.indlschantz + out.parktransstart_ind;
ind_estimate = (time > x(1)) & (time < x(2));
out.speeddeviation = std(speed-esti mate(ind_estimate));
out.wr = estimateaveragespeedfromrsh(data, out.indLraw);
end
electric.angle_domainaverage.m:
function out = electricangle domainaverage(data)
% This function implements the synchronous time domain averaging of the
% electric signals. The averaging is done in a space with a constant phase
% angle between data points to account for short time period disturbances
% in the period of the electric signals. The phase angle is referenced to
% the shaft speed of the compressor extracted through the instantaneous
% phase of the primary load torque harmonic present in the current data.
ind_grab = data.indlschantz;
wr = data.wr;
rps = wr/(2*pi);
fs = data.fs;
Period = 1/rps;
spp = round(Period*fs);
wa = 4*(rps - 2)/fs;
wb = 4*(rps + 2)/fs;
n = 4000;
b = fir2(n,[0 wa-le-10 wa wb wb+1e-10 1],[0 0 11 00]);
cuttoff = round(.75*n);
if ind_grab(1) <= cuttoff
error('cuttoff eating some data at beginning of range')
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else
startind = indgrab(1)-cuttoff;
end
if ind_grab(end) > (length(data.ldqSchantz)- cuttoff)
error('cuttoff eating some data at end of range')
else
endind = ind_grab(end) + cuttoff;
end
Ids = data. ldqSchantz(start_ind:end ind, 1);
Idsfall = filtfilt(b,1, Ids);
Idsf = Idsfall(cuttoff+1:end-cuttoff);
%drop first and last bits- oddness from filter here;
Ids = data.ldqSchantz(indgrab,1);
Iqs = data.ldqSchantz(indgrab,2);
Vds = data.VdqSchantz(indgrab,1);
Vqs = data.VdqSchantz(indgrab,2);
% extract phase information
Time = data.Time(data.park-transstartind + ind_grab); % even time from data record
corresponding to the stable region grabed for Ids
z_times = ZeroInterceptTimes(ldsf, Time);
dT = z times(2:end)-z-times(1:end-1);
elec-rpsest = 1./(dT*4);
elec-rpsesttimes = z times(1:end-1) + dT./2;
ind_start = find(Time >= elec rps_esttimes(1),1); %% index equal to or imeadiately after first
entry in estimated time
ind_end = find(Time <= elecrpsesttimes(end),1,'last'); %% index equal to or imeadiately
preceding last entry in estimated time
ind_data = ind_start:ind_end;
elecinterp times = Time(inddata);
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elecrpsinterp = interp1(elec.rps_esttimes,elec rpsestelecinterp-times,'spline');
elec angle est = cumtrapz(elec_rps_interp*2*pi)./fs; %% estimated electric angle at each data
point
angleinterp = elec angle_est(1):(2*pi)/spp:elecangleest(end); %% even spaced angles
Timephasesychronous interp = interpl(elecangleest, elecinterptimes, angle_interp);
%% interpolating the time instants which have even advange of electric angle between them
totalrotations = floor(angleinterp(end)/(2*pi));
phasesychronoustime = Timephasesychronous_interp(1:spp*totalrotations);
ind_startphasetime = find(Time >= phasesychronous-time(1),1); %% record index equal to
or imeadiately after first entry in estimated time
ind_endphasetime = find(Time <= phasesychronous-time(end),1,'Iast'); %% record index
equal to or imeadiately preceding last entry in estimated time
interptime = Time(indstartphase time:ind endphase time); %% even time record for re
interpolating back to the time domain
out = data;
out.SPP = spp;
out.ldsphasesychronous average = phasesychronous average(lds(inddata))';
out.lqsphasesychronous average = phasesychronous-average(lqs(inddata))';
out.Vdsphasesychronousaverage = mean(Vds)*ones(length(inddata),1);
out.Vqsphasesychronousaverage = mean(Vqs)*ones(length(inddata),1);
out.ldsaveragecompare = Ids(inddata);
out.lqs-averagecompare = lqs(inddata);
if isfield(data,'Front psi')
pressure = data.Frontpsi(indgrab);
out.Frontpsiphasesychronous-average = phasesychronous-average(pressure(inddata));
end
if isfield(data,'Front psi')
pressure = data.Rearpsi(indgrab);
out. Rear psiphase sychronousaverage = phasesychronous-average(pressure(inddata));
end
if isfield(data,'Suctionpsi')
pressure = data.Suctionpsi(indgrab);
out.Suctionpsiphase sychronous_average =
phasesychronousaverage(pressure(inddata));
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end
if isfield(data,'Dischargepsi')
pressure = data.Dischargepsi(indgrab);
out.Dischargepsiphasesychronous_average =
phasesychronousaverage(pressure(inddata));
end
function out = phasesychronous average(meas)
measphasesychronous_interp = interpl(elec angleest, meas, angleinterp);
sumer = zeros(spp,1);
for k = 1:total rotations
new = measphasesychronousinterp((k-1)*spp+1:k*spp);
sumer = sumer + new';
end
meaninterpolatedmeasurment = sumer/k;
measphasesychronous = repmat(meaninterpolatedmeasurment,totalrotations,1);
out = interpl(phase sychronoustime, meas_ phasesychronous, interptime);
end
end
fitjinduction-parameters.arbitrary_loadmodelphase.m:
function Parameters = fit_inductionparameters_arbitrary-loadmodel_phase(data)
% This function fits the parameters of the induction motor from the sampled
% current and voltage data. The method used is described in the thesis
% "Non-Intrusive Fault Detection in Reciprocating Compressors" by Chris
% Schantz
close all
fs = data.fs;
we = data.we;
wr-avg = data.wr;
Initial_Parameters = [1111];
ScalingFactors = [5 5 .1.01];
rps = wr avg/(2*pi);
Period = 1/rps;
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N = round(Period*fs);
focusindex = 1:N;
Idsraw = data.Idsphasesychronousaverage;
Iqs raw = data.lqs_phasesychronousaverage;
[n Wn] = buttord(0.15, .21, 1, 30); % filter to remove stator bar harmonics
[b a] = butter(n, Wn);
Idsf = filtfilt(b,a,ldsraw);
Iqsf = filtfilt(b,a,1qsraw);
Ids = Idsf(focusindex);
Iqs = lqsf(focusindex);
Vds = data.Vdsphasesychronous average(focus_index);
Vqs = data.Vqsphase sychronous-average(focusindex);
focusindexA = 1:N+1;
IdsA = Idsraw(focus-indexA);
IqsA = lqsraw(focusindexA)';
Time = N/fs;
TimeVect = 0:1/fs:(N-1)/fs;
TimeVectA = 0:1/fs:N/fs;
CycleTime = N/fs;
wo = 2*pi/Time;
if mod(N,2) == 0
k = wo*[0:N/2 - 1, 0, -N/2 + 1:-1]';
else
k = wo*[0:(N-1)/2, -(N-1)/2:-1]';
end
i = sqrt(-1);
Y_vs = fft(Vds + i*Vqs);
Y is = fft(lds + i*lqs);
if mod(N,2) == 0
Y_vs(N/2 + 1) =0;
Y_is(N/2 + 1)= 0;
end
opt = optimset('MaxFunEvals',5e4,'Display','iter','Maxiter',500, 'ToIX',1e-8, 'TolFun',1e-8);
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Parameters = Isqnonlin(@error function, InitialParameters,...
[.1 .1 .1 .01], [10 10 10 10], opt);
% Nested function that computes the objective function
function error = error_function(Parameters)
Rs = Parameters(1)*ScalingFactors(1);
Rr = Parameters(2)*ScalingFactors(2);
Lm = Parameters(3)*ScalingFactors(3);
Lat = Parameters(4)*ScalingFactors(4);
Las = Lm + Lat;
Lar = Lm + Lat;
D = LmA2 - Las*Lar;
%%% Perform initial Calculations, recover unprojected speed and torque:
Y-f = Y-vs - Rs*Y-is;
Y_lambdas = Yf./(i*(k + we));
Ylambda-r = (D*Yis + Lar*Y_lambdas)/Lm;
Y_ir = (Lm*Y_lambdas - Las*Y_lambdar)/D;
Ihs = ifft((i*k).*Y lambdar + Rr*Y-ir)./ifft(i*Y-lambdar);
Wrest = 0.5*(Ihs + we);
s_error = mean(real(Wrest)) - wr-avg;
error = abs(imag(Wrest)) + abs(serror)/sqrt(N);
end
Rs = Parameters(1)*ScalingFactors(1)
Rr = Parameters(2)*ScalingFactors(2)
Lm = Parameters(3)*ScalingFactors(3)
Lat = Parameters(4)*ScalingFactors(4)
Las = Lm + Lat;
Lar = Lm + Lal;
Las = Lm + Lat;
Lar = Lm + Lat;
D = LmA2 - Las*Lar;
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%%% Perform initial Calculations, recover unprojected speed and torque:
Y_f = Y_vs - Rs*Yis;
Y_lambdas = Y_f./(i*(k + we));
Y_lambdar = (D*Yis + Lar*Y_lambdas)/Lm;
Y_ir = (Lm*Y lambdas - Las*Y_lambda r)/D;
Ihs = ifft((i*k).*Ylambdar + Rr*Y_ir)./ifft(i*Y_lambda_r);
Wrest = 0.5*(Ihs + we);
SpeedEstimate = real(Wrest);
figure
plot(TimeVect,SpeedEstimate)
if isfield(data,'Speed')
hold on
plot(TimeVect(1:N),data.Speed_averaged(1: N),'r')
hold off
end
title('real part of speed estimate')
figure
plot(TimeVect,imag(Wrest))
title('imaginary part of speed estimate')
s_error = mean(real(Wr-est)) - wr-avg
SpeedEstimateA = Speed_Estimate;
SpeedEstimateA(end+1) = SpeedEstimate(1);
figure
[AX,H1,H2] = plotyy(TimeVect,Speed_Estimate,TimeVect,imag(Wr est));
title('Real and Imaginary Parts of Estimated \omega_r With Intentional Parameter Error')
xlabel('Time (sec)');
set(get(AX(1),'Ylabel'),'String','Shaft Speed (rad/sec)')
set(get(AX(2),'Ylabel'),'String','Shaft Speed (rad/sec)')
xlim(AX(1),[O, TimeVect(end)])
xlim(AX(2),[0, TimeVect(end)])
%%% Simulate for 100 times the length of the data to kill off initial
%%% transients, then take the last N data points for comparison
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[t y] = ode45(@inductionmotorparameter fittingmodelarbitraryload, [0:1/fs:(100*N-
1)/fs],[0 0 0 0 0]);
function dx = inductionmotorparameter fittingmodelarbitraryload(t, x)
% HI BUNNY I AM MOST AWESUM CODE IN DA UNIVERSE
lamqs = x(1);
lamds = x(2);
lamqr = x(3);
lamdr = x(4);
VDS = Vds(1); %%% these values are constant
VQS = Vqs(1);
if t > CycleTime
time = mod(t,CycleTime);
else
time = t;
end
Wr = interpl(TimeVectA,Speed_EstimateA,time);
idr = (Lm*lamds - Las*lamdr)/D;
iqr = (Lm*lamqs - Las*lamqr)/D;
iqs = (Lm*lamqr - Lar*lamqs)/D;
ids = (Lm*lamdr - Lar*lamds)/D;
s1 = (VQS - we*lamds - Rs*iqs);
s2 = (VDS + we*lamqs - Rs*ids);
s3 = (2*Wr - we)*lamdr - Rr*iqr;
s4 = (we - 2*Wr)*Iamqr - Rr*idr;
dx = [sl s2 s3 s4 we]';
end
lamqs = y(end-N:end,1);
lamds = y(end-N:end,2);
lamqr = y(end-N:end,3);
lamdr = y(end-N:end,4);
IdsEstimatedA = (Lm*lamdr - Lar*lamds)/D;
IqsEstimatedA = (Lm*lamqr - Lar*lamqs)/D;
figure
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plot(TimeVectA, IdsA,'b',TimeVectA, IdsEstimatedA,'r')
title('l d s Stator Current Comparison');
legend('Measured','Estimated')
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Current (amps)');
figure
plot(TimeVectA,lqsA,'b',TimeVectA,1qsEstimatedA,'r')
title('I_q_s Stator Current Comparison');
legend('Measured','Estimated')
xlabel('Time (sec)');
ylabel('Current (amps)');
pause(1)
Parameters(1) = Parameters(1)*ScalingFactors(1);
Parameters(2) = Parameters(2)*Scaling_Factors(2);
Parameters(3) = Parameters(3)*Scaling_Factors(3);
Parameters(4) = Parameters(4)*Scalingjactors(4);
end
initialspeedjnversion.m:
function out = initial speed_inversion(data, Motor parameters)
% This function performs the induction motor inversion calculations
out = data;
Rs = Motorparameters(1);
Rr = Motor parameters(2);
Lm = Motorparameters(3);
Lal = Motorparameters(4);
Las = Lm + Lal;
Lar = Lm + Lal;
D = LmA2 - Las*Lar;
P =4;
fs = data.fs;
we = data.we;
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wravg = data.wr;
rps = wravg/(2*pi);
Period = 1/rps;
N = ceil(2*Period*fs); %% uses two cycles so as to avoid weirdness at beginning and end
focusindex = 1:N;
Ids = data.ldsphasesychronousaverage;
Iqs = data.Iqs_phasesychronousaverage;
Vds = data.Vdsphase sychronous average(focusindex); %%% constant values
Vqs = data.Vqsphase sychronousaverage(focus_index); %%% constant values
out.Vdsinversion = Vds;
out.Vqsinversion = Vqs;
nyq = fs/2;
break point = 15*30;
fA = break point/nyq;
fB = (20*30)/nyq;
[n Wn] = buttord(fA, fB, 1, 30); % filter to remove harmonics above 15*wr
[b a] = butter(n, Wn);
Idsf = filtfilt(b,a,lds);
Iqsf = filtfilt(b,a,lqs);
Ids = Idsf(focus index);
Iqs = lqsf(focus index);
out.ldsinversion = Ids;
out.lqs_inversion = Iqs;
Time = N/fs;
wo = 2*pi/Time;
if mod(N,2) == 0
k = wo*[0:N/2 - 1, 0, -N/2 + 1:-1]';
else
k = wo*[0:(N-1)/2, -(N-1)/2:-1]';
end
out.k = k;
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Y_vs = fft(Vds + li*Vqs);
Y_is = fft(lds + li*lqs);
if mod(N,2) == 0
Y_vs(N/2 + 1) = 0;
Y-is(N/2 + 1) = 0;
end
Y-f = Y-vs - Rs*Yis;
out.Ylambdas = Yf./(li*(k + we));
out.Ylambda r = (D*Yis + Lar*out.Y_lambda-s)/Lm;
out.Y_ir = (Lm*out.Y_lambdas - Las*out.Y_lambdar)/D;
out.lhs = ifft((li*k).*out.Y_lambdar + Rr*out.Y ir)./ifft(li*out.Y_lambda_r);
out.Y-vs= Y7vs;
out.Yis =Y_is;
out.Wrest = (2/P)*(out.lhs + we);
%%% Recover full state via inverse fourier transforms
out.lambdadscalc = real(ifft(out.Ylambdas));
out.lambdaqs calc = imag(ifft(out.Ylambdas));
out.lambdadrcalc = real(ifft(out.Ylambdar));
out.lambdaqrcalc = imag(ifft(out.Y_lambda_r));
out.ldrcalc = real(ifft(out.Yir));
out.lqrcalc = imag(ifft(out.Y_ir));
out.Tecalc = real((P/2)*(out.lambdaqrcalc.*out.ldr_calc -
out.lambda_dr_calc.*out.lqr_calc));
end
Nullspace-projection.m:
function out = Null_spaceprojection(data, Motor-para meters)
% This function performs the null space data projection that ensurs the the
% input data will not cause an imaginary speed component. This function
% relies on correct motor model parameters, so it should never be used
% before the motor model parameter's have been estimated.
out = data;
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Rs = Motor parameters(1);
Rr = Motorparameters(2);
Lm = Motorparameters(3);
Lal = Motor parameters(4);
Las = Lm + Lal;
Lar = Lm + Lal;
D = LmA2 - Las*Lar;
P = 4;
we = data.we;
fs = data.fs;
wravg = data.wr;
rps = wr avg/(2*pi);
Period = 1/rps;
N = ceil(2*Period*fs); %% uses two cycles so as to avoid weirdness at beginning and end
spp = N;
k = out.k;
Y_lambdar = out.Y_lambda_r;
Y_vs =data.Y vs;
Y_is = data.Yis;
TimeVect = 0:1/fs:(length(Ylambda_r)-1)/fs;
denominator-phase = angle(ifft(Ylambda_r));
Matrixl = zeros(spp,spp);
MatrixV = zeros(spp,spp);
for a = 1:spp
for b = 1:spp
ponent = (1/spp)*exp(li*k(b)*TimeVect(a));
numi = Rr*Las*Lar*Rs - Rr*Las*D*li*(k(b) + we) - Rr*LmA2*Rs - D*Lar*li*k(b)*Rs -
DA2*k(b)*(k(b) + we);
dem = D*Lm*1i*(k(b)+we);
numV = li*k(b)*Lar*D + Rr*LmA2 - Rr*Las*Lar;
Matrixl(a,b) = numl/dem*ponent;
MatrixV(a,b) = numV/dem*ponent;
end
end
Aunrot = [Matrixl Matrixl];
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Bunrot = [MatrixV MatrixV];
Eunrot = [Aunrot Bunrot];
E = zeros(size(Eunrot));
for a = 1:spp
E(a,:) = exp(-denominatorphase(a)*li)*Eunrot(a,:);
end
Ebar = conj(E);
Ebarstar = [Ebar(:,1:spp) -1*Ebar(:,spp+1:2*spp) Ebar(:,2*spp+1:3*spp) -
1*Ebar(:,3*spp+1:end)];
C = E+Ebarstar;
NC = null(C);
PP = NC*NC';
Y_datvector = [real(Y_is); li*imag(Y_is); real(Yvs); li*imag(Yvs)];
Y_datmod = PP*Ydat vector;
slip_term_mod = E*Y_dat..mod./(li*abs(ifft(Ylambdar)));
slip_term = E*Ydatvector./(li*abs(ifft(Yjlambda_r)));
out.Wrestmod = (2/P)*(slip.termmod + we);
speedterm = (2/P)*(slipterm + we);
figure
plot(TimeVect, real(out.Wrest_mod), TimeVect, real(speedjterm))
title('Comparison of Real part of Speed');
legend('Projected','Direct')
figure
plot(TimeVect, imag(out.Wrest_mod), TimeVect, imag(speed-term))
title('Comparison of lamg part of Speed');
legend('Projected','Direct')
Y ismod = Y_datmod(1:spp) + Ydatmod(spp+1:2*spp);
Yvsmod = Ydatmod(2*spp+1:3*spp) + Ydatmod(3*spp+1:4*spp);
if mod(spp,2) == 0
Y-vs-mod(spp/2 + 1) = 0;
Y-is-mod(spp/2 + 1) =0;
end
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out.ldsmod = real(ifft(Yismod));
out.lqs_mod = imag(ifft(Yismod));
out.Vdsmod = real(ifft(Y vsmod));
out.Vqsmod = imag(ifft(Yvsmod));
Y-f-mod = Y-vs-mod - Rs*Y ismod;
Y_lambda_s_mod = Y_f mod./(li*(k + we));
Y_lambda_r_mod = (D*Yismod + Lar*YIambdas_mod)/Lm;
Y_ir mod = (Lm*Y_lambda_s_mod - Las*Ylambda_r_mod)/D;
lambdadrmod = real(ifft(Ylambda_r_mod));
lambdaqr-mod = imag(ifft(Y lambda_rmod));
ldrmod = real(ifft(Y-ir-mod));
lqrmod = imag(ifft(Y-ir-mod));
out.Temod = (P/2)*(Iambdaqrmod.*ldrmod - lambda_dr_mod.*lqr_mod);
end
pressurefit7.m:
function PPout = pressure fit7(data, params)
% This function estimates the cylinder suction and discharge pressures
% using the algorithm described in the thesis "Non-Intrusive Fault
% Detection in Reciprocating Compressors"
%%% Load compressor parameters into local work space
gamma = params(1);
V_clear = params(2);
J_rot = params(3);
Cs = params(4);
Co = params(5);
fs = data.fs;
r = 0.011995; % [m]
L = 0.06269;
lambda = r/L;
psi2pa = 6894.75729;
Areap = 9.58e-4; % mA2
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V_max = Vclear + Area_p*(2*r);
offset = pi;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
thetadot = data.theta_dot(2:end-1);
motor-torque = data.motor-torque(2:end-1);
N = length(theta dot);
thetaddotraw = diff(data.theta_dot)*fs;
ind_raw = 0.5:N+1;
thetaddot = interpl(ind_raw, thetaddot_raw,1:N,'spline')'; %%% interpolates the
thetaddots on the same sampling instants as thetadot.
balance-torque = J_rot.*thetaddot - motor-torque;
%%%% interpolate 8x, increases the resolution for a better fit.
balance torque = interpl(1:N, balance-torque, 1:.125:N,'spline')';
thetadot = interpl(1:N, theta_dot, 1:.125:N,'spline')';
thetadotm = mean(thetadot)*ones(size(balancetorque));
fs = fs*8;
N = length(theta-dot);
if mod(N,2) == 0
fold torque = (balancejtorque(1:N/2) + balancetorque(N/2+1:end))/2;
else
fold torque = (balancejtorque(1:floor(N/2)) + balance torque(ceil(N/2)+1:end))/2;
end
meanspeedvect = theta-dotm(1:floor(N/2));
Xo = [(30+14.7)*psi2pa, 120*psi2pa];
X_min= [0 0];
X_max = [150*psi2pa 500*psi2pa];
opt = optimset('TolFun',1e-6,'ToX', le-6,'TypicalX',Xo,'MaxFunEvals',1e3,'Display','iter');
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PP = lsqcurvefit(@roughpressuretorque, Xo, mean_speed vect, foldtorque, Xmin, X_max,
opt);
PPout.Ps = PP(1)/psi2pa - 14.7;
PPout.Pd = PP(2)/psi2pa + PPout.Ps;
bestfit = roughpressure-torque(PP,meanspeed-vect);
thetal = cumtrapz(meanspeed vect)/fs; % [radians]
figure
plot(thetal, foldtorque, theta1, best-fit);
return
function torqueout = roughpressuretorque(params, wr)
torque-out = roughpressuretorque-no-shift(params, wr);
xc = ifft(fft(fold torque).*conj(fft(torqueout)));
[c, ishift] = max(xc);
torque-out = circshift(torque_out, i_shift);
end
function torqueout = roughpressuretorquenoshift(params, wr)
[Dragtorque, Pressure-torque] = pressure torque_no_shift(params, wr);
torque-out = Pressure-torque - Dragtorque;
end
function [Dragtorque, Pressure-torque] = pressure torqueno-shift(params, wr)
Ps = params(1);
Pdiff = params(2);
Pd = Ps + Pdiff;
thetal = cumtrapz(wr)/fs; % [radians]
theta2 = thetal+offset;
N = length(thetal);
phil = asin(lambda*sin(theta1)); % Connecting rod angle
phi2 = asin(lambda*sin(theta2));
s1 = r*(cos(thetal) + cos(phil)/lambda); % height of piston above main axis
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s2 = r*(cos(theta2) + cos(phi2)/lambda);
k_phil = lambda*cos(theta1)./cos(phi1); % phidot/thetadot
k_si = -r*(sin(thetal) + k-phil/lambda.*sin(phil));
k_phi2 = lambda*cos(theta2)./cos(phi2); % phidot/theta-dot
k_s2 = -r*(sin(theta2) + k-phi2/lambda.*sin(phi2));
Vcyl = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-sl); %% max value of cylinder colume at bottom dead
center for cylinder 1, which is at index N/2
Vcyl2 = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-s2);
P_cyll = zeros(N,1);
P_cyl2 = zeros(N,1);
for k = 1:N
P_cyll(k) = Pd*(V_clear/V_cyl1(k))Agamma;
P_cyl2(k) = Ps*(Vmax/Vcyl2(k))Agamma;
if Pcyll(k) < Ps;
P-cyl1(k) = Ps;
end
if P cyl2(k) > Pd;
P-cy2(k) = Pd;
end
end
Dragtorque = (Co + Cs*(k s1.A2 + k_s2.A2)).*wr;
Pressure-torque = Areap*(-k_s1.*(Pcyl1-Ps) -k_s2.*(Pcyl2-Ps));
end
end
ZerojnterceptTimes.m
function out = ZerointerceptTimes(data, timeVector)
% this function assumes a relitavely well behaved perodic function like a
% sine curve, monotonic data near zero crossings. It returns the linearly
% interpolated time of the zero crossing.
dd = (data >0);
ee = dd(2:end) - dd(1:end-1);
gg = (ee ~= 0);
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crossindx = find(gg == 1);
pair ind = [crossindx crossindx+1];
out = (-data(pair.ind(:,1)).*(timeVector(pair ind(:,2))' - timeVector(pair_ind(:,1))'))./ ...
(data(pair_ind(:,2)) -data(pair_ ind(:,1))) + timeVector(pairind(:,1))';
if data(pair ind(1,1)) < 0
out(1) = [];
end
end
ParkTransformEqualDCLevelNew.m
function [Vdqo ldqo] = ParkTransformEqual_DCLevelNew(Vabc, labc, fs, varargin)
% This function performs the DQO transform on the electric signals and then
% rotates them so that the current signals have equal magnitudes to reduce
% numeric issues later.
if nargin == 4
we = varargin{1};
else
we = 2*pi*60;
end
Vdqo = Park.Transform(Vabc, fs, we);
Idqo = ParkTransform(labc, fs, we);
Ids-mean = mean(ldqo(:,1));
lqsmean = mean(ldqo(:,2));
phi = atan2(lds_mean, lqsmean) - pi/4;
RotM = [cos(phi) -sin(phi) 0; sin(phi), cos(phi) 0; 0 0 1];
for j = 1:length(Vdqo)
Vdqo(j,:) = (RotM*Vdqo(j,:)')';
ldqo(j,:) = (RotM*1dqo(j,:)')';
end
ParkTransform.m
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function dqo = ParkTransform(Vabc, fs, we)
% This function performs the DQO transform with a constant utility
% frequency we.
th = we*(0: 1/fs:(length(Vabc)-1)/fs);
o = 2*pi/3;
A = cos(th)';
B = cos(th - o)';
C = cos(th + o)';
D = -sin(th)';
E = -sin(th - o)';
F = -sin(th + o)';
dqo = sqrt(2/3)*[(A.*Vabc(:,1) + B.*Vabc(:,2) + C.*Vabc(:,3))
(D.*Vabc(:,1) + E.*Vabc(:,2) + F.*Vabc(:,3)) ...
(sqrt(2)/2)*(Vabc(:,1) + Vabc(:,2) + Vabc(:,3))];
end
estimate-speed fromfrsh.m:
function [speed_estimate, time] = estimatespeedjfrom rsh (data)
% This function examines the stator current frequency spectra to find the
% primary rotor slot harmonic and then calculates the speed. The accuracy
% is increased through zero padding. The mean speed is found for one
% second windows of current data spaced 1/10th of a second apart
ind_grab = data.park-transstart_ind:data.parktransendind;
R = 44;
we = data.we;
fs = data.fs;
TimeVect = data.Time(indgrab);
window = round(1*fs);
power = round(log(window)/og(2))+6;
step = round(0.1*fs);
la = data.labc(indgrab,1);
N = length(la);
loop = floor((N-window)/step);
disp(loop)
han = hanning(window);
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f = fs*linspace(0,1,(2Apower)+1);
f(end) = [];
wr_min = (.9*we)/2;
wrmax = we/2;
freqmin = (R*wr_min + we)/(2*pi);
freqmax = (R*wrmax + we)/(2*pi);
lookind = find((f >freq_min) & (f < freqmax));
speed_estimate = zeros(loop,1);
time = zeros(loop,1);
dd = zeros(2Apower,1);
for k = 1:loop
start = (k-1)*step+1;
ind = start:start+window-1;
dat = han.*(Ia(ind)- mean(la(ind)));
dd(1:length(ind)) = dat;
Y = abs(fft(dd));
[c, i] = max(Y(look-ind));
i = i + lookind(1);
freq = f(i)*2*pi;
we = mean(data.weinterp(ind));
speedestimate(k) = (freq-we)/R;
time(k) = TimeVect(round(start + window/2));
if rem(k,100) == 0
disp(k)
end
end
end
estimate_average_speedfromjrsh.m:
function speedestimate = estimateaveragespeed fromrsh(varargin)
% this function estimates the motor speed from the rotor slot harmonic
% present in the current signal.
data = varargin{1};
if length(varargin) == 1
indl = 1:length(data.labc(:,1));
else
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indi = varargin{2};
end
R = 44;
we = mean(data.weinterp(indi));
fs = data.fs;
N = length(indl);
power = min([round(Iog(N)/log(2))+6 20]);
la = data.labc(:,1);
N = length(indl);
han = hanning(N);
f = fs*linspace(0,1,(2Apower)+1);
f(end) = [];
wr_min = (.9*we)/2;
wrmax =we/2;
freq_min = (R*wr_min + we)/(2*pi);
freqmax = (R*wr_max + we)/(2*pi);
lookind = find((f >freq_min) & (f < freqmax));
dd = zeros(2Apower,1);
dat = han.*(Ia(indl)- mean(la(indl)));
dd(1:length(indl)) = dat;
Y = abs(fft(dd));
[c, i] = max(Y(look-ind));
i = i + lookind(1);
freq = f(i)*2*pi;
speedestimate = (freq-we)/R;
end
simplified-pressure_modelparamfit.m
function params = simplifiedpressure_model_paramjfit(data)
% This function is used to fit the compressor parameters V_clear, k (or gamma)
% Co, and Cs. It relies on intrusive information like pressure signals to
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% fit these parameters. These parameters are considered a-priori knowledge
% for the fault detection algorithm
fs = data.fs;
Areap = 9.58e-4; % mA2
r = 0.0119; % [m]
L = 0.06269;
lambda = r/L;
offset = pi;
gamma = 1.0483;
V_clear = 1.2853e-006;
V_max = Vclear + Areap*(2*r);
% Angles and velocity ratios.
psi2pa = 6894.75729;
Ps = (mean(data.Suctionpsiphasesychronousaverage) + 14.7)*psi2pa;
Pd = (mean(data.Dischargepsiphasesychronousaverage) + 14.7)*psi2pa;
Front = data. Front psi_fittingpressure(2:end-1);
Rear = data.Rear psi fittingpressure(2:end-1);
thetadot = data.thetadot(2:end-1);
motor-torque = data.motor-torque(2:end-1);
N = length(thetadot);
thetaddotraw = diff(data.thetadot)*fs;
ind_raw = 0.5:N+1;
thetaddot = interpl(ind_raw, thetaddot_raw,1:N,'spline')'; %%% interpolates the
thetaddots on the same sampling instants as thetadot.
thetadotm = mean(thetadot)*ones(size(thetadot));
X_scale = [Ps Pd 1.04 1.2e-6];
% Xmin = [psi2pa*10 psi2pa*20 1 le-8];
% Xmax = [psi2pa*100 psi2pa*500 2 le-5];
% Xo = [Ps Pd 1.04 le-6];
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X_min =[0 0 0 0];
X_max =[10 10 10 10];
Xo = [1 1 1 1];
opt = optimset('ToIFun',le-9,'ToIX',e-9,'TypicaX',Xo,'MaxFunEvaIs', 1e3,'Display','iter');
PP = Isqcurvefit(@pressurecurvematch2, Xo, thetadotm, Front', X_min, Xmax, opt);
PP = PP.*Xscale;
out = pressurecurvematch(PP, theta_dotm);
figure
plot([Front' out])
title('pressure match');
temp = max(out);
mask = out == temp;
low p_dis = min(Front(mask));
high_p_dis = max(Front);
meanPd = mean(Front(mask));
disp(['Ps =' num2str(PP(1)/psi2pa - 14.7)'; Pd =' num2str(PP(2)/psi2pa - 14.7)'; Lowest P dis ='
num2str(low-p_dis)'; Max P dis ='num2str(high_p_dis)]);
pause
temp = min(out);
mask2 = out == temp;
minPs = min(Front);
maxPs = max(Front(mask2));
meanPs = mean(Front(mask2));
params.Ps = PP(1)/psi2pa - 14.7;
params.Pd = PP(2)/psi2pa - 14.7;
params.PdminF= low_pdis;
params.PdmaxF = high_p_dis;
params.PdmeanF = mean_Pd;
params.PsminF = min_Ps;
params.PsmaxF = maxPs;
params.PsmeanF = mean_Ps;
params.gamma = PP(3);
params.Vclear = PP(4);
[pcyl1, pcyl2 pressure-torque] = pressure torquenoshift(thetadotm, PP);
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xc = ifft(fft((pcyl1/psi2pa - 14.7)).*conj(fft(Front')));
[t ii] = max(xc);
p_cyll = circshift(pcyll, 1-ii);
p_cyl2 = circshift(pcyl2, 1-ii);
pressuretorque = circshift(pressure torque, 1-ii);
figure
plot([Front' Rear' (pcyll/psi2pa)-14.7 (pcyl2/psi2pa)-14.7])
xlabel('Data point (sampled at 8khz)')
ylabel('Cylinder Pressure (psi)')
title('Comparison of Measured Cylinder Pressure with Simplified Cylinder Pressure Model')
legend('Front Cylinder','Rear Cylinder','Simplified Front Cylinder','Simplified Rear Cylinder')
% xlim([1 287])
pause
temp = max(pcyl2);
mask = pcyl2 == temp;
params.PdminR = min(Rear(mask));
params.PdmaxR = max(Rear);
params.PdmeanR = mean(Rear(mask));
temp = min(pcyl2);
mask = pcyl2 == temp;
params.PsminR = min(Rear);
params.PsmaxR = max(Rear(mask));
params.PsmeanR = mean(Rear(mask));
thetadot = data.theta-dot(2:end-1);
motor-torque = data.motor-torque(2:end-1);
N = length(thetadot);
thetaddotraw = diff(data.thetadot)*fs;
ind_raw = 0.5:N+1;
thetaddot = interpl(ind_raw, thetaddot_raw,1:N,'spline')'; %%% interpolates the
thetaddots on the same sampling instants as thetadot.
theta1 = cumtrapz(thetadot)/fs; % [radians]
theta2 = theta 1+offset;
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phil = asin(lambda*sin(theta1)); % Connecting rod angle
phi2 = asin(lambda*sin(theta2));
s1 = r*(cos(thetal) + cos(phil)/lambda); % height of piston above main axis
s2 = r*(cos(theta2) + cos(phi2)/lambda);
k_phil = lambda*cos(theta1)./cos(phil); % phi dot/thetadot
k_phi2 = lambda*cos(theta2)./cos(phi2);
k_s1 = -r*(sin(theta1) + k-phil.*sin(phil)/ambda); % s_dot/thetadot
k_s2 = -r*(sin(theta2) + k-phi2.*sin(phi2)/Iambda);
Inertia-torque = motortorque + pressuretorque;
%%% reomove mean to remove effect of constant friction Co
mean_It = mean(Inertia torque);
Y = Inertiatorque - mean_It;
Phil = thetaddot;
Phi3 = -theta_dot.*(ksl.A2 + k_s2.A2);
W = [Phil Phi3];
coef-est = (W'*W)\(W'*Y);
error = norm(Y - W*coef-est);
J_rot = coefest(l);
Cs = coef-est(2);
Co = meanIt/mean(thetadot);
disp(['Jrot = ' num2str(Jrot) '; Cs =' num2str(Cs)'; Co = num2str(Co) ';error =
num2str(error)])
params.Jrot = J_rot;
params.Cs = Cs;
params.Co = Co;
function out = pressurecurvematch2(Params, wr)
[Pcyl1, Pcyl2, Pressure-torque] = pressurejtorque_no_shift2(wr, Params.*X_scale);
P_cyll = (Pcyll/psi2pa - 14.7);
xc = ifft(fft(Pcyl1).*conj(fft(Front')));
[t ii] = max(xc);
out = circshift(Pcyll, 1-ii);
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end
function out = pressurecurvematch(Params, wr)
[Pcyll, Pcyl2, Pressure_torque] = pressuretorquenoshift(wr, Params);
P_cyll = (Pcyll/psi2pa - 14.7);
xc = ifft(fft(Pcyl1).*conj(fft(Front')));
[t ii] = max(xc);
out = circshift(Pcyll, 1-ii);
end
function [Pcyl1, Pcyl2, Pressure-torque] = pressure torquenoshift(wr, Params)
Ps = Params(1);
Pd = Params(2);
thetal = cumtrapz(wr)/fs; % [radians]
theta2 = theta 1+offset;
N = length(thetal);
phil = asin(lambda*sin(thetal)); % Connecting rod angle
phi2 = asin(lambda*sin(theta2));
s1 = r*(cos(thetal) + cos(phil)/Iambda); % height of piston above main axis
s2 = r*(cos(theta2) + cos(phi2)/lambda);
kphil = lambda*cos(thetal)./cos(phi1); % phidot/theta_dot
k_s1 = -r*(sin(theta1) + k-phil/lambda.*sin(phil));
k_phi2 = lambda*cos(theta2)./cos(phi2); % phidot/theta_dot
k_s2 = -r*(sin(theta2) + k-phi2/lambda.*sin(phi2));
Vcyll = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-s1); %% max value of cylinder colume at bottom dead
center for cylinder 1, which is at index N/2
V~cy12 = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-s2);
P_cyll = zeros(N,1);
P_cyl2 = zeros(N,1);
half1 = 1:floor(N/2);
half2 = ceil(N/2):N;
for k= half1
P_cyll(k) = Pd*(Vclear/V_cyl1(k))Agamma;
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P_cyl2(k) = Ps*(Vmax/Vcyl2(k))Agamma;
end
for k = half2
P-cyl1(k) = Ps*(Vmax/Vcyll(k))Agamma;
P_cyl2(k) = Pd*(Vclear/Vcyl2(k))Agamma;
end
s_mask = P-cyll < Ps;
P_cyll(smask) = Ps;
s_mask = P-cyI2 < Ps;
P_cyl2(smask) = Ps;
d_mask = P-cyl1> Pd;
P_cyll(dmask) = Pd;
d_mask = P-cyl2 > Pd;
P_cyl2(dmask) = Pd;
Pressuretorque = Areap*(-ks1.*(Pcyl1-Ps) -k_s2.*(Pcyl2-Ps));
end
function [Pcyl1, Pcyl2, Pressure-torque] = pressure torquenoshift2(wr, Params)
Ps = Params(1);
Pd = Params(2);
gamma = Params(3);
V_clear = Params(4);
thetal = cumtrapz(wr)/fs; % [radians]
theta2 = theta1+offset;
N = length(thetal);
phil = asin(lambda*sin(thetal)); % Connecting rod angle
phi2 = asin(lambda*sin(theta2));
si = r*(cos(thetal) + cos(phil)/Iambda); % height of piston above main axis
s2 = r*(cos(theta2) + cos(phi2)/lambda);
kphil = lambda*cos(thetal)./cos(phil); % phidot/theta dot
ks1 = -r*(sin(thetal) + k-phil/lambda.*sin(phil));
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kphi2 = lambda*cos(theta2)./cos(phi2); % phidot/theta_dot
k_s2 = -r*(sin(theta2) + k-phi2/lambda.*sin(phi2));
Vcyll = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-s1); %% max value of cylinder colume at bottom dead
center for cylinder 1, which is at index N/2
Vcyl2 = Vclear + Areap*(r+L-s2);
P_cyll = zeros(N,1);
P_cyl2 = zeros(N,1);
half1 = 1:floor(N/2);
half2 = ceil(N/2):N;
for k = halfl
P_cyll(k) = Pd*(Vclear/Vcyl1(k))Agamma;
P_cyl2(k) = Ps*(Vmax/Vcyl2(k))Agamma;
end
for k = half2
P_cyll(k) = Ps*(Vmax/Vcyl1(k))Agamma;
P_cyl2(k) = Pd*(Vclear/Vcyl2(k))Agamma;
end
s_mask = P-cyll< Ps;
P_cyll(smask) = Ps;
s_mask = P-cyl2 < Ps;
P_cyl2(smask) = Ps;
d_mask = P-cyl1> Pd;
P_cyll(dmask) = Pd;
d_mask = P_cyl2 > Pd;
P_cyl2(dmask) = Pd;
Pressure-torque = Areap*(-ks1.*(Pcy1-Ps) -k_s2.*(P_cyl2-Ps));
end
end
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